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ABSTRACT

Context. We study the spatially resolved properties of 343 elliptical galaxies with the Mapping Nearby Galaxies at the Apache Point
Observatory (MaNGA) survey.
Aims. Our goal is to understand the fundamental processes of formation and quenching of elliptical galaxies.
Methods. We used the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys for accurate morphological classification. Based on integrated spectroscopic
properties and colors, we classified seven classes of elliptical galaxies. We inferred the stellar age and metallicity gradients out to a
1.5 effective radius (Reff) of classical “red and dead”, recently quenched, and blue star-forming ellipticals (CLEs, RQEs, and BSFs),
corresponding to 73%, 10%, and 4% of the sample, respectively. Additionally, we reconstructed their global and radial histories of
star formation and mass growth.
Results. The mass- and luminosity-weighted age gradients of CLEs are nearly flat or mildly negative, with small differences between
both ages. The respective metallicity gradients are negative (∇ log[Zmw] = −0.11+0.07

−0.08 dex/Reff and ∇ log[Zlw] =−0.11+0.06
−0.07 dex/Reff ,

respectively), being flatter as the mass is smaller. The more massive CLEs formed stars earlier and quenched faster than the less
massive ones. The CLEs show a weak inside-out growth and a clear inside-out quenching. They finished their quenching globally
3.8 ± 1.2 Gyr ago on average, with quenching time-scales of 3.4 ± 0.8 Gyr. At M? <1011 M�, the age and Z gradients of the RQEs
and BSFs are flatter than those of the CLEs, but with larger scatters. They show very weak inside-out growth and quenching, which is
slow and not even completed at z ∼ 0 for the BSFs. Instead, the massive RQEs show an outside-in quenching and positive gradients
in the luminosity-weighted age and stellar metallicities. The RQEs of all masses quenched 1.2± 0.9 Gyr ago on average.
Conclusions. Our results for the CLEs are consistent with a two-phase scenario where their inner parts formed by an early and coeval
dissipative collapse with a consequent burst of star formation and further quenching, whereas the outer parts continued their assembly,
likely by dry mergers. We also discuss some evolutionary scenarios for the RQE and BSF galaxies that would agree with the generic
results.

Key words. galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: stellar content –
galaxies: structure – galaxies: star formation

1. Introduction

Elliptical (E) galaxies are the earliest-type galaxies in the Hub-
ble Tuning Fork diagram (Hubble 1936). For many decades,
they have been described as galaxies that formed either in
an intense early burst of star formation after a violent dissi-
pative monolithic collapse (e.g., Larson 1974; Oemler 1974;
White 1978) or assembled lately by dry mergers of fully formed
galaxies (e.g., Toomre 1977; Dressler 1980; Hernquist 1993;
Tutukov et al. 2007; Kormendy et al. 2009). In more recent
years, these scenarios were modified in light of the hierarchi-
cal clustering paradigm and the new observations. Ellipticals
are proposed to form mainly in early collapsing high mass-
density peaks, where the gaseous disks suffer wet mergers or
strong gas feeding by cold streams and form stars intensively
from the dissipated gas. After this violent process of star forma-
tion and gas consumption, feedback mechanisms and environ-
mental conditions both avoid further gas accretion and quench
star formation; a fraction of elliptical galaxies can continue to
significantly grow later by dry mergers (see for reviews, e.g.,

Mo et al. 2010; Kormendy et al. 2016). This scenario motivated
the concept of “red and dead” galaxies to be used to refer to Es
(e.g., van Dokkum 2005; Bamford et al. 2009; Darg et al. 2010;
Smith et al. 2010; Crossett et al. 2014; Davis & Bureau 2016;
Boardman et al. 2017). The previous scenario offers a good rep-
resentation for massive E galaxies. They dominate the morpho-
logical mix of galaxies for stellar masses higher than ∼1010.8 M�
(Gadotti 2009; Nair & Abraham 2010; Fisher & Drory 2011;
Cibinel et al. 2013; Avila-Reese et al. 2014; Thanjavur et al.
2016).

With new instruments and more dedicated observations in this
century, it has been possible to learn new information. In partic-
ular, the number of local early-type (i.e., E and lenticular) galax-
ies with integrated properties different from the classical “red
and dead” massive ones increases as the stellar mass is smaller
and the environment becomes less dense (e.g., Kuntschner et al.
2002; Bernardi et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006; Schawinski et al.
2007, 2009; Kannappan et al. 2009; Suh et al. 2010; Thomas et al.
2010; McIntosh et al. 2014; Schawinski et al. 2014; George &
Zingade 2015; Vulcani et al. 2015; Lacerna et al. 2016, 2018;
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Spector & Brosch 2017; Argudo-Fernández et al. 2018). Two
examples of these early-type galaxies are the recently quenched
ellipticals (RQEs) and the blue, star-forming (BSF) ellipticals.
McIntosh et al. (2014) define the RQEs as mostly blue E galax-
ies at z ≤ 0.08 with light-weighted stellar ages shorter than 3–
4 Gyr and lacking detectable emission lines from star formation.
They suggest them as candidates for “first-generation” Es, which
formed in a relatively recent spiral-spiral major merger. BSFs are
blue galaxies with high star formation rates and light-weighted
stellar ages lower than 1–2 Gyr, indicating recent processes of
star formation in them (Lacerna et al. 2016, 2018).

Projects with integral field spectroscopy (IFS; see for a recent
review Sánchez 2020) based on integral field units (IFUs), such
as SAURON (Bacon et al. 2001; de Zeeuw et al. 2002; Sarzi
et al. 2006; Emsellem et al. 2007; Shapiro et al. 2010), ATLAS3D
(Cappellari et al. 2011a,b; Young et al. 2014), CALIFA (Sánchez
et al. 2012; González Delgado et al. 2015; Aquino-Ortíz et al.
2018), SAMI (Croom et al. 2012; Bassett et al. 2017; Barone et al.
2018), MASSIVE (Ma et al. 2014; Veale et al. 2018), and MaNGA
(Bundy et al. 2015; Blanton et al. 2017; Wake et al. 2017), have
revolutionized our understanding of early-type galaxies (E+S0)
by resolving stellar populations and minimizing the effects of
aperture size and slit losses. For example, McDermid et al. (2015)
applied models of single stellar populations and nonparametric
star formation histories in early-type galaxies of ATLAS3D and
found that massive E+S0 galaxies formed 50% of their stars at z ∼
3. In contrast, low-mass E+S0 galaxies reach the same fraction of
stars at z ∼ 0.6. Ibarra-Medel et al. (2016) studied the stellar mass
growth histories of galaxies in MaNGA and found that the inside-
out formation mode is more pronounced, on average, in late-
type galaxies than in early-type galaxies, independently of mass.
González Delgado et al. (2017, see also García-Benito et al. 2017;
López Fernández et al. 2018; Bitsakis et al. 2019) studied the spa-
tially resolved star formation histories (SFHs) in CALIFA and
found that the star formation rate (SFR) in outer regions of E+S0
galaxies has undergone an extended phase of growth in mass
between z = 2 and 0.4 (see also Sánchez et al. 2019 for the SFHs
of E+S0 galaxies in MaNGA). Additionally, massive E galax-
ies show evidence of early and fast quenching of star formation,
whereas less massive E galaxies show extended SFHs with slow
quenching. The information provided by IFS has also been used to
constrain the origin of the gas content and the assembly history
of E+S0 galaxies in simulations (Lagos et al. 2014; Naab et al.
2014).

In this paper, we use data from MaNGA, which is so far
the largest IFS galaxy survey. Unlike other works on early-type
galaxies in general, here, we focus on the spatially resolved prop-
erties of only E galaxies, that is to say not including evident S0
galaxies (see also Domínguez Sánchez et al. 2019 and Bernardi
et al. 2019 with MaNGA), with a particular focus on classical
(red and quenched) E galaxies, CLEs. The post-processing cat-
alog from the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys (Dey et al. 2019)
allowed us to look for disky features and sharp edges in E galax-
ies, and then purify our sample to purely E galaxies as much
as possible. On the other hand, given the spectral information
provided by MaNGA, we can accurately select these kinds of
galaxies, excluding those with signatures of active star forma-
tion (SF) or active galactic nuclei (AGN), as well as those with
blue colors. Here, we use the spatially-resolved spectral anal-
ysis of the MaNGA CLEs to find constraints on the local and
global SFH and stellar mass growth of these galaxies. In addi-
tion, we pay attention to two other, particular, much less fre-
quent E classes; the RQE and BSF galaxies. It is essential to
determine the following: the mechanisms behind the recent star

formation quenching of RQEs; and whether BSF galaxies are
classic E galaxies that were rejuvenated by recent cosmologi-
cal gas accretion or wet minor mergers or, alternatively, whether
they are post-starburst galaxies with a recent morphological
transformation.

We aim to carry out our explorations in terms of stellar
mass and galaxy structural parameters. We study the profiles
of specific SFR (sSFR), stellar ages, and stellar metallicities of
classical E, RQE, and BSF galaxies, and we reconstructed their
cumulative temporal distributions of stellar mass and SF at two
different radial regions using the IFUs of MaNGA. We present
the statistics and general results on the populations for the clas-
sical E, RQE, and BSF galaxies. In a companion paper, we will
study the different properties presented here in terms of the envi-
ronment and individual-based cases for the low-frequent popu-
lations of RQE and BSF galaxies.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the
description of MaNGA. This section also describes the visual
morphological classification of E galaxies and their integrated
and resolved physical properties used throughout the paper. In
Sect. 3, we classify E galaxies based on integrated properties,
such as color, equivalent width of Hα, light-weighted stellar age,
emission lines of the BPT diagram, and total stellar mass. From
this selection, we pay special attention to classical Es, RQEs, and
BSFs and study their radial profiles and gradients in stellar age
and metallicity in Sect. 4. We estimate their cumulative mass
temporal distributions and SFHs, both globally and radially, in
Sect. 5, and determine the long-term quenching epoch and time-
scale of the Es when it applies. The implications of our results
are discussed in Sect. 6 and the conclusions are given in Sect. 7.

Throughout this paper the reduced Hubble constant, h, is
defined as H0 = 71 h km s−1 Mpc−1, unless another value of
h is specified, with the following dependencies: stellar mass
in h−2 M�, physical scale in h−1 Mpc, and age and look back
time in h−1 yr. When a cosmological model should be assumed,
we use a flat model with ΩΛ = 0.73; the age for this model
is 13.67 Gyr.

2. Data

2.1. Sample

Mapping Nearby Galaxies at the Apache Point Observatory
(MaNGA) is an IFS survey of galaxies in the redshift range of
0.01< z< 0.15 on the SDSS 2.5 m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006).
Each spectra has a wavelength coverage of 3600–10 300 Å, an
instrumental resolution of ∼65 km s−1, and a median spatial res-
olution of 2.54 arcsec FWHM (1.8 kpc at the median redshift of
0.037, Drory et al. 2015; Law et al. 2015, 2016). We use the
MaNGA Product Launch-7 (MPL-7) from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) Data Release 15 (Aguado et al. 2019), which
contains 4621 galaxies.

2.2. Stellar population analysis

We made use of the Pipe3D pipeline (Sánchez et al. 2016a,b,
2018) to perform the spatially resolved stellar population analy-
sis of the data cubes. We note that Pipe3D is based on the stel-
lar population synthesis code FIT3D (Sánchez et al. 2016a,b),
which uses the GRANADA and MILES simple stellar population
(SSP) libraries in the current implementation to model and sub-
tract the stellar spectrum and fit the emission lines. The GRANADA
and MILES (gsd156) stellar library is a combination of the empir-
ical stellar library of Vazdekis et al. (2010) and the theoretical
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stellar libraries of González Delgado et al. (2005) and González
Delgado & Cid Fernandes (2010). The SSPs use a Salpeter
(1955) initial mass function and cover 39 stellar ages (from
1 Myr to 14.1 Gyr1) and four metallicities (Z = 0.002, 0.008,
0.02, and 0.03). It is important to note that FIT3D performs the
SSP fitting within the wavelength of 3500 Å–7000 Å. In addi-
tion, FIT3D considers the effects on dust extinction during the
stellar population synthesis using a Cardelli et al. (1989) extinc-
tion law. FIT3D provides the SSP decomposition of the modeled
stellar spectra of each spatially resolved region of the galaxies.
With this decomposition, we can estimate the respective SFHs
and the cumulative mass temporal distributions (or mass growth
histories; e.g., Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016, 2019; Sánchez et al.
2019). In order to estimate the contemporary (local and inte-
grated) SFR values, we smoothed the SFHs within a period of
30 Myr. These quantities are independent of SFR estimations
that use the Hα emission line flux. For star-forming galaxies,
both estimates are very similar, showing that the SFR calculated
in the last 30 Myr is related to massive young stars, contribut-
ing to the Hα emission. For retired galaxies, the SFR calcu-
lated from the Hα flux is likely overestimated because this flux
is dominated by effects of post-AGB stars rather than of young
stars (see, e.g., Bitsakis et al. 2019; Sánchez et al. 2019). How-
ever, in these galaxies, the SFR derived from the stellar popu-
lation synthesis with Pipe3D should also be considered as an
upper limit. To fit the emission lines, Pipe3D subtracts the mod-
eled stellar spectra and fits a series of Gaussian profiles for each
line (Sánchez et al. 2016b). With those fits, Pipe3D provides the
total flux, dispersion, and the kinematics of each emission line.
The quality of the emission line fits of Pipe3D (and other codes)
was tested using MUSE data (Sánchez-Menguiano et al. 2018;
Bellocchi et al. 2019; López-Cobá et al. 2020). With the use
of the adjacent continuum windows (from the modeled stel-
lar spectra) for each emission line, Pipe3D estimates the stel-
lar continuum flux and provides the equivalent width of each
emission line.

We estimated the integrated (within a 1.5 effective radius,
Reff) and radially resolved (within a given radial region)
luminosity- and mass-weighted stellar ages, agelw and agemw,
respectively, using the following definitions:

log(agemw) =

nssp∑
j

log(agessp, j)mssp, j/

nssp∑
j

mssp, j, (1)

log(agelw) =

nssp∑
j

log(agessp, j)Lssp, j/

nssp∑
j

Lssp, j, (2)

where agessp, j is the single stellar population age with index j,
luminosity Lssp, j, and mass mssp, j; nssp is the total number of
SSPs within 1.5 Reff or the given radial region. In the same way,
we calculated the respective mass- and luminosity-weighted stel-
lar metallicities, Zmw and Zlw. We also calculated the integrated
and azimuthally-averaged radial surface-density values of the
sSFR based on the stellar population synthesis method. We
also calculated the following integrated quantities within 1.5
Reff : Hα equivalent width and the emission line fluxes of Hα,
Hβ, [OIII]λ5007, and [NII]λ6584. The latter quantities were
used to study the BPT diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux
& Osterbrock 1987; Kewley et al. 2001).

1 In practice, we use results until 13 Gyr.

2.3. Morphology

A detailed description of the procedures in our visual classifica-
tion of MPL-7 galaxies can be found in Vázquez-Mata et al. (in
prep. See also Hernández-Toledo et al. 2008, 2010). Briefly, the
classification of each MaNGA galaxy was carried out by visually
inspecting post-processed images from the SDSS and the DESI
Legacy Imaging Surveys (Dey et al. 2019) in various stages.

A first input morphological evaluation was achieved by visu-
ally inspecting all the gri color images available in the SDSS
image server. In a second stage, we used the Montage software
packages from NASA/IPAC (Infrared Processing and Analysis
Center) to re-assemble the r-band SDSS images correspond-
ing to each MaNGA galaxy. These new background-subtracted
and gradient-removed images were used to generate mosaics
containing gray logarithmic-scaled r-band images and filter-
enhanced r-band images (after applying Gaussian filters of vari-
ous sizes that later were subtracted from the original images).

The DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys2 have delivered optical
images for an important fraction of the extragalactic sky that
is visible from the Northern Hemisphere in three optical bands
(g, r, and z), providing a survey of nearly uniform depth (5σ
depths of g =24.0, r =23.4, and z = 22.5 AB mag for a fiducial
DESI point source). The DESI collaboration generated a post-
processing catalog for the Legacy Surveys using an approach to
estimate the light distribution, namely, source shapes and bright-
ness properties. Each source was modeled using the Tractor
package (for more details, see Dey et al. 2019) using paramet-
ric light profiles, including delta functions (for point sources), de
Vaucouleurs (R/Reff)1/4 law, the exponential disk, or a combina-
tion of the last two. The best fit model was determined by con-
volving each model with the specific point spread function (PSF)
for each exposure, fitting each image, and minimizing the resid-
uals for all images. Similar to the SDSS images, the DESI legacy
images for all MaNGA galaxies in the r-band were retrieved and
digitally-processed to generate new mosaics containing filter-
enhanced images, the grz color images, and the corresponding
residual images.

Early-type galaxies were classified according to their bulge
dominance. Bulge-dominated galaxies have bright centers with
a gradual fall-off in brightness at all radii, with the outer regions
having an extended envelope without any sharp edges. On the
other hand, disk-dominated galaxies have a sharp outer edge
where the light drops off drastically, showing a flatter profile at
intermediate radii. The disk can be either featureless or weakly
featured (smooth disks) or with more defined or strong features
(non-smooth disks).

Since a relevant goal for the present work is to isolate
between early-type E and S0 candidates as much as possible,
we carried out this separation by combining our previous experi-
ence (Hernández-Toledo et al. 2008, 2010) with a well-defined,
purely light-based approach by Cheng et al. (2011), in which
red sequence galaxies are accommodated according to their light
smoothness distribution into bulges, smooth disks, and non-
smooth disks. Then, we assigned these groups to the Hubble
types E, S0, and S0a, respectively. We explicitly notice that our
bulge-dominated category is not composed of pure bulges. In
our experience with the mosaic images, many apparent bulge-
dominated galaxies have characteristics indicating the presence
of both bulge and disk-like components, similar to galaxies
showing a disk embedded within a more extended classical bulge
(cf., Cappellari et al. 2011b). In our classification, bulges with
centrally concentrated disks or inner disks were classified as Es.
2 http://legacysurvey.org/
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On the other hand, galaxies, where the apparent disk (either face-
on or edge-on) is occupying a significant (or dominant) fraction
of the extended bulge, were classified as lenticulars, resembling
the classification grid by Graham (2019) for early-type galaxies.
At present, only the most evident S0 cases were eliminated from
our sample. In this way, we identify 539 E galaxies, which is
≈12% of the MaNGA MPL-7 sample.

We emphasize that both our filter-enhanced and PSF-
convolved residual images from the DESI post-processing cat-
alog were helpful to visually identify disky features and sharp
edges in E galaxy candidates and to look for disk-features (broad
or tight arm-like features) in S0 candidates, including flattened
edge-on disks. The depth of the DESI r-band images translates
into a median surface brightness limit of ∼27.5 mag arcsec−2 for
a 3σ detection of a 100 arcsec−2 low surface brightness feature
(Hood et al. 2018). In spite of the higher depth of the DESI
images, a major limitation in our visual classification is the diffi-
culty of classifying small or compact galaxies that show no visi-
ble structure or that cannot be resolved. Furthermore, the visual
nature still allows for possible contamination of the E sam-
ple by face-on S0s. Domínguez Sánchez et al. (2020) recently
found evidence that (fast-rotating) E galaxies are not simply
S0 galaxies that are viewed face-on. In our experience, a more
quantitative approach from an isophotal analysis, as shown in
Hernández-Toledo et al. (2008, 2010), in combination with a
detailed 2D parametric decomposition of the DESI images are
useful to identify possible face-on S0 galaxies.

2.4. Color, stellar mass, redshift, structural, and kinematic
properties

Color measurements were taken from the SDSS database with
extinction corrected modelMag magnitudes (dered parameter
in SkyServer3). This magnitude is defined as the better of two
magnitude fits: a pure de Vaucouleurs profile and a pure expo-
nential profile.

The stellar mass and redshift are obtained from the MaNGA
data reduction pipeline (DRP; Law et al. 2016), which includes
galaxy properties from the NASA-Sloan Atlas (NSA4). For the
stellar mass, we used NSA_Sersic_MASS that is calculated from
a K-correction fit for Sérsic fluxes (two-dimensional Sérsic fit
flux using r-band structural parameters). We find a good agree-
ment between this definition of stellar mass and the stellar
mass estimated with the stellar mass-to-light ratio of Bell et al.
(2003), considering a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function (IMF)
and including an extra correction to the Petrosian magnitudes
of -0.1 mag since these magnitudes underestimate the total flux
for E galaxies (Bell et al. 2003; McIntosh et al. 2014).

We use the Sérsic index and the concentration as two struc-
tural properties of E galaxies. The Sérsic index (n) is a two-
dimensional, single-component Sérsic fit in the r-band and
obtained from the NSA catalog (v1_0_1). The concentration
is defined as R90/R50, where R90 and R50 are the azimuthally-
averaged 90% and 50% light radius in Petrosian magnitudes in
the r-band, respectively. They are also obtained from the NSA
catalog. We also calculated the ellipticity as ε = 1 − b/a, in
which the axis ratio b/a is a two-dimensional, single-component
Sersic fit in the r-band from the NSA catalog. For the kinemat-
ics, we calculated λRe , the specific angular momentum for the
stellar populations within 1 Reff , using the Pipe3D pipeline.

3 See https://skyserver.sdss.org/dr15/
4 See http://nsatlas.org/
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Fig. 1. BPT diagram of elliptical galaxies from MaNGA. The dashed
line is given by Kewley et al. (2001). The symbols correspond to clas-
sical elliptical (CLE) galaxies in red filled circles, recently quenched
elliptical (RQE) galaxies in orange open squares, BSF elliptical galaxies
in blue open stars, undetermined (UND) elliptical galaxies in black open
diamonds, AGN elliptical galaxies in green filled hexagons, red star-
forming ellipticals in red open circles, and blue retired galaxies (RG) in
blue open circles. See the details of their classification in Sect. 3.

We establish an upper limit of z = 0.08 in our sample as a
compromise for having a considerable number of galaxies with
reliable visual morphological classifications of E galaxies, avoid
an excess of very red, massive galaxies that increase significantly
in number at larger redshifts in MaNGA, and obtain a reasonable
normalization of the cumulative mass temporal distributions at a
look back time of ∼1 Gyr (e.g., Bamford et al. 2009; Hernández-
Toledo et al. 2010; Lacerna et al. 2014; Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016;
Sánchez et al. 2017). We obtain 345 E galaxies out to z = 0.08.
Finally, we adopt a lower limit in the stellar mass of 109 M� to
have a reliable sample. There are 343 E galaxies that satisfy this
condition, with a median z of 0.044. This is our final sample of
E galaxies.

3. Classification of elliptical galaxies based on their
integrated properties

Following Sánchez et al. (2014) and Cano-Díaz et al. (2016,
2019; and more references therein), we define the retired galax-
ies (RGs) as those galaxies with an equivalent width (EW)
of Hα< 3 Å. There are 299 RGs in our sample of E galax-
ies. Here, the RQE galaxies are defined as galaxies with an
agelw ≤ 4 Gyr and either RGs or with 3≤EW(Hα)/Å< 6 lying
above the relation of Kewley et al. (2001) in the BPT diagram
(Fig. 1). We identify 35 RQEs, which are all RGs with young
stellar populations. The other galaxies with 3≤EW(Hα)< 6 Å
and that are not classified as RQEs because they lie below the
Kewley et al. (2001) line, are nominally defined as undeter-
mined (UND) E galaxies. There are 15 UND galaxies. Following
Cano-Díaz et al. (2019), we define star-forming galaxies (SFGs)
and galaxies with active galactic nuclei (AGN) as those systems
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Table 1. Classification of E galaxies.

Type N(%) Criteria

CLE 251 (73.2%) Agelw > 4 Gyr, EW(Hα)< 3 Å and red
RQE 35 (10.2%) Agelw ≤ 4 Gyr and EW(Hα)< 3 Å
BSF 15 (4.4%) EW(Hα)≥ 6 Å, below Kewley et al. (2001) line and blue
AGN 5 (1.4%) EW(Hα)≥ 6 Å and above Kewley et al. (2001) line
UND 15 (4.4%) 3<EW(Hα)≤ 6 Å
Blue RG 13 (3.8%) Agelw > 4 Gyr, EW(Hα)< 3 and blue
Red SFG 9 (2.6%) EW(Hα)≥ 6 Å, below Kewley et al. (2001) line and red

Notes. Columns are the type of E galaxy, the number and percentage of each type, and the criteria to classify them.
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log10 M  / M
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g
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RQE
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AGN
red SFG
blue RG

p(
M

) CLE RQE BSF

p(g i)
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RQE
BSF

Fig. 2. As a function of stellar mass, g − i color for E galaxies from
MaNGA. The black solid line separates red and blue galaxies. The sym-
bols for the galaxies are the same as in Fig. 1. Top and right panels:
normalized density distributions of stellar mass and g − i color, respec-
tively, for CLE galaxies (red solid histogram), RQE galaxies (orange
open histogram), and BSF galaxies (blue dashed histogram). The inte-
gral of each histogram sums to unity.

that fall below and above the relation of Kewley et al. (2001,
dashed line), respectively, and whose EW(Hα) is ≥6 Å. There
are 24 SFGs and 5 AGNs.

Figure 2 shows the g − i color as a function of stellar mass.
We use the relation found by Lacerna et al. (2014) to separate
between red and blue galaxies. The color is a representation
of the aging of galaxies. RQEs are typically in the transition
between red and blue galaxies. Therefore, our RQEs are a reli-
able sample of galaxies that stopped the star formation activity
recently.

We find 251 RGs with red colors and which are not classified
as RQEs (i.e., with agelw > 4 Gyr). We refer to this population
as classical elliptical (CLE) galaxies. There are 13 other RGs
with blue colors and agelw > 4 Gyr. From the sample of SFGs,
we identify 15 blue galaxies, which we refer to as BSF galaxies.
There are 9 other SFGs with red colors. The numbers and clas-
sification criteria of the E galaxies are summarized in Table 1.

The stellar mass (M?) distributions of BSFs and RQEs are
different compared with the distribution of CLEs, as shown in
the top panel of Fig. 2. CLEs are typically more massive with a
median M? of 1011.1 M�, whereas the median M? is 1010.1 M�

for BSFs and 109.9 M� for RQEs. The latter presents a nearly
flat mass distribution below 1010 M�. As mentioned above, the
percentage of E galaxies with different properties than CLEs
increases for lower masses (see also Lacerna et al. 2016). The
CLEs correspond to 86% of the galaxies with M? ≥ 1011 M�,
whereas RQEs are only ∼4%, and no BSF is in this mas-
sive bin. For the range 1010.4 ≤M? < 1011 M�, CLEs represent
78%, RQEs represent ∼4%, and BSFs represent ∼5%. The
change in the fractions is more important for lower masses,
M? < 1010.4 M�, where the CLEs represent only 44%, RQEs rep-
resent 29%, and BSFs represent 12%. There are only RQE galax-
ies at M? ≤ 109.4 M�. The overall fractions reported in Table 1
should be considered with caution, given that our MaNGA sam-
ple of Es is not from a complete volume survey. The fractions
reported for each stellar mass bin are less affected by the volume
incompleteness.

The g − i color is also different between CLEs and BSFs
by definition. The median g − i color is 1.26 for the former
and 0.90 for the latter. The RQEs are in the middle (median
g − i color of 1.05), with an overlap of the BSF and CLE
color distributions. The definition of McIntosh et al. (2014)
strongly motivates our classification of RQE galaxies. In the
following, we mention some differences. First, they use light-
weighted median stellar ages ≤3 Gyr derived by Gallazzi et al.
(2005), whereas this upper limit is slightly relaxed to 4 Gyr in
our case by using integrated values of agelw within 1.5 Reff

as described in Sect. 2.2. Second, they follow the method of
Peek & Graves (2010) to define spectroscopically quiescent
galaxies within an ellipse of EW(Hα) and EW([OII]) using
fluxes from the Max Plank Institute for Astrophysics and the
Johns Hopkins University (MPA-JHU, Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Tremonti et al. 2004; Salim et al.
2007) catalog. Additionally, they consider quiescent galaxies
as those with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) < 3 in Hα flux or
with EW(Hα)≤ 2 Å. In our case, we use the definition of RGs,
that is, EW(Hα)< 3 Å integrated within 1.5 Reff , as the crite-
rion for quiescent galaxies. Finally, RQE candidates are inside
the non-star-forming region of the urz diagram according to
McIntosh et al. (2014). We do not use this condition because we
consider that our condition for RGs is good enough to select non-
star-forming galaxies. Figure 3 shows the urz diagram for our
sample of E galaxies. Nearly all the RQEs using our selection
criteria are located inside the modified non-star-forming region
of McIntosh et al. (2014). We also include the empirical selection
of RQE galaxies proposed by them using only the urz diagram.
We find that 25 (71%) of the RQEs using our selection crite-
ria are located within this region. This fraction is smaller than
the 82% of RQEs identified by McIntosh et al. (2014) with their
empirical method, but it is expected given the different criteria
mentioned above. Inside this empirical region, we also find six
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Fig. 3. Color–color diagram.The colors are in AB magnitudes and K-
corrected at z = 0. The symbols for the galaxies are the same as in Fig. 1.
The thick black lines enclose the non-star-forming region of McIntosh
et al. (2014) based on Holden et al. (2012). The green shaded region
corresponds to an empirical relation to select RQE galaxies defined by
McIntosh et al. (2014).

(2%) CLEs, two (13%) BSFs, three (20%) UNDs, three (23%)
blue RGs, one (11%) red SFG, and no AGN. In summary, the
McIntosh et al. (2014) empirical selection can identify a high
fraction of RQEs and it includes mild pollution from other Es,
especially from blue RGs and UNDs.

One of our aims is to explore whether the RQE galaxies, as
defined here, are a distinct class of Es with respect to the CLEs,
or if they are just the expected tails in the color or age distribution
of the CLE galaxies. Based on our results, we discuss this in
Sect. 6.3.1.

Figure 4 shows the integrated (within 1.5 Reff) mass- and
light-weighted stellar ages. The mass-weighted ages of CLEs are
old, with a median of 9.5 Gyr, and a narrow distribution; CLEs
less massive than ∼3 × 1010 M� are younger the less massive
they are. The mass-weighted ages of the RQEs and BSFs are sig-
nificantly younger and present much broader distributions than
the CLEs, with medians of 6.0 and 6.9 Gyr, respectively, and
there is not a clear trend with M?. Regarding the luminosity-
weighted ages, the CLEs have a median agelw of 7.5 Gyr. The
RQEs are younger than 4 Gyr by definition, with a median agelw
of 3.0 Gyr. The BSFs present the youngest ages, with a median
agelw of 1.0 Gyr, which suggests recent episodes of star forma-
tion. We note that the luminosity-weighted age is more sensitive
to small fractions of recent generations of stars, which signifi-
cantly contribute in luminosity but little in mass, while the mass-
weighted age represents the average epoch when the bulk of the
stars formed. Therefore, the (agemw−agelw) difference measures
how coeval or dispersed in time the SFH of a galaxy was, and it
has been proposed as an estimator of the star formation timescale
(Plauchu-Frayn et al. 2012). If the difference is big, it is because
either the SFH is very extended or at least two different popu-
lations compose the current stellar populations; the one that is
dominant in mass formed early and the other one formed much
later. According to the bottom panels of Fig. 4, most of the CLEs
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Fig. 4. Global mass-weighted stellar ages (top-left panel) and global
luminosity-weighted stellar ages (middle-left panel) as functions of the
stellar mass of E galaxies. The symbols for the galaxies are the same
as in Fig. 1. The relative difference between both ages is shown in
the bottom-left panel. Top-right, middle-right, and bottom-right panels:
normalized density distributions of mass-weighted ages, luminosity-
weighted ages, and the relative difference between both ages for CLE
galaxies (red solid histogram), RQE galaxies (orange open histogram),
and BSF galaxies (blue dashed histogram), respectively. The integral of
each histogram sums to unity.

have small (agemw−agelw) differences (around 2 Gyr on average
and ∼2.5 Gyr for the less massive galaxies) with median rel-
ative differences of 0.1 dex, suggesting that the star formation
in CLEs was early and nearly coeval. This is not the case for
the RQE and BSF galaxies. For RQEs, the differences are typ-
ically larger than 2 Gyr (median relative differences of 0.3 dex
for RQE galaxies more massive than 109.4 M�) and with a large
scatter, especially for the more massive galaxies. The BSFs show
the largest differences in (agemw−agelw), from ∼3 Gyr to 9 Gyr
with median relative differences of 0.7 dex, a clear signal of very
recent episodes of star formation. Due to the uncertainties in the
method explained in Sect. 6.1, the differences between both ages
are lower limits.

Figure 5 shows the integrated (within 1.5 Reff) mass- and
luminosity-weighted stellar metallicities. The CLEs are the most
metal-rich E galaxies on average, and they present a trend of
lower metallicities as M? is smaller. The relative (Zmw/Zlw) dif-
ferences are small in these galaxies, around 0.025 dex on aver-
age for M? & 1010.4 M� and around 0 dex for the less massive
galaxies, showing that their stellar populations are rather homo-
geneous not only in age but also in metallicity. The trend with
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Fig. 5. Global mass-weighted stellar metallicities (top-left panel) and
global luminosity-weighted stellar metallicities (middle-left panel) as
functions of the stellar mass of E galaxies. The symbols for the galax-
ies are the same as in Fig. 1. The relative difference between both
metallicities (in dex units) is shown in the bottom-left panel. Top-right,
middle-right, and bottom-right panels: normalized density distributions
of mass-weighted Z, luminosity-weighted Z, and the relative difference
between both Z for CLE galaxies (red solid histogram), RQE galaxies
(orange open histogram), and BSF galaxies (blue dashed histogram),
respectively. The integral of each histogram sums to unity. The dotted
line in the bottom panels is the difference in Z, which equals 0.

mass could be because younger populations in more massive
galaxies came from late minor mergers with slightly younger,
less metallic galaxies. This effect with the mass seems to have
been more pronounced for the most massive RQEs, which show
the largest (Zmw/Zlw) positive differences. Interestingly enough,
for most of the less massive RQEs, Zlw is slightly higher than
Zmw, suggesting that the young stellar populations formed from
slightly more enriched gas. This (Zmw/Zlw) difference is also
present for the less massive BSFs. Due to the uncertainties in
the method explained in Sect. 6.1, the differences between both
metallicities are lower limits.

We show two structural properties of the E galaxies in Fig. 6:
the Sérsic index (n) and the r-band concentration (R90/R50). The
CLEs have a strong peak at the largest value of n = 6. The
RQE galaxies have a wider distribution of the Sérsic index. Their
median values of n increases with stellar mass and correspond
to bulge-dominated systems (n > 2.5). The BSFs also show a
wide distribution of the Sérsic index, but the median values of
n decrease with stellar mass. They also exhibit values of bulge-
dominated systems. On the other hand, the median concentration

is roughly independent of stellar mass up to 1010.5 M� for the
three subsamples of Es and tends to increase for larger masses
for the CLEs. They are typically more concentrated than BSFs
and RQEs with an overall median R90/R50 of 3.3 compared with
medians of 3.0 and 2.9 for BSFs and RQEs, respectively, except
the most massive RQE with R90/R50 = 3.8. The median values at
all the masses are larger than 2.6, which is a usual limit to define
early-type morphologies in the literature (e.g., see Strateva et al.
2001; McIntosh et al. 2014).

Figure 7 shows the λRe−ε diagram (Emsellem et al. 2007,
2011) for the kinematic classification of our samples of mor-
phological E galaxies. See, for example, Graham et al. (2018),
Smethurst et al. (2018), Bernardi et al. (2019), and Tabor et al.
(2019) for information about this kinematic classification for
MaNGA galaxies. The galaxies enclosed by the black lines cor-
respond to non-regular rotators (i.e., slow rotators), according to
Cappellari (2016). We find that nearly all the Es have low values
of ε with a median value of 0.14. There is a wide distribution
of λRe . The peak is lower than λRe = 0.2 for the CLEs, with a
median of 0.17. The RQEs are the subsample of Es that show
the highest values, that is, more extended tails, of both ε and λRe ,
with median values of (ε,λRe ) = (0.14,0.34). Some signatures of
a late morphological transformation may still be present in their
kinematics. In the case of the BSFs, they have median values of
(ε,λRe ) = (0.08,0.25). Almost all the BSFs present a disky cen-
tral structure (see Appendix C), which may explain the relatively
high values of λRe .

4. Radial profiles

This section presents information related to radial trends of
the age, stellar metallicity, and sSFR obtained from the IFU
spatially-resolved observations of the E galaxies defined as
CLEs, RQEs, and BSFs. We first present the “stacked” radial
profiles in three mass bins (Sect. 4.1). In Sect. 4.2 we present
the scatter plots of the individual age and metallicity gradients
for each galaxy as functions of the stellar mass. In these plots,
rather than average radial trends of the population, we see the
gradient that each galaxy has and can then evaluate the fraction
of galaxies that do or do not follow the average (stacked) trends.

4.1. The stacked radial profiles

To generate the “stacked” radial profiles, we first calculated the
individual radial profiles for the given quantity in the same way
as described in Ibarra-Medel et al. (2019). We azimuthally aver-
aged the 2D maps of each galaxy at five radial bins in terms of
Reff

5. We estimated the best linear fit of the stacked profiles by
randomly resampling them each one thousand times. The distri-
bution of the resampling profiles follows the standard deviation
and mean values of each stellar mass bin and radial bin. Then,
we performed a linear fit for each resampled profile following
the 2D version of the algorithm of Sheth & Bernardi (2012). This
method allowed us to obtain a distribution in the slopes for each
“stacked” profile. The final gradient is the value that has the 50th
percentile of this distribution (see Table 2). The reported errors

5 When calculating the azimuthally-averaged radial profiles, we only
used five radial bins in units of Reff of the given galaxy because the typi-
cal PSF size of MaNGA observations does not allow for better resolving
galaxies (see the horizontal error bars in panels of Figs. 8–10). In any
case, we also calculated the radial profiles using twelve radial bins, and
we find that both the individual and “stacked” profiles are, in most cases,
very similar to those using five radial bins (see Appendix B).
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of the gradients in the table are the standard deviations of their
respective distributions. The gradients are in units of dex/Reff and
are defined as:

∇ log(Y) = d log(Y)/dR, (3)

where Y is either agemw, agelw, Zmw, or Zlw, and R is the galacto-
centric radius in units of Reff .

The ages and stellar metallicities per spaxel were calcu-
lated by weighting the respective SSP distributions by stellar
mass or luminosity (e.g., Eqs. (1) and (2)). We then used the
weighted azimuthally-averaged profiles (using the stellar mass

or flux maps) to obtain a profile that is not biased by local out-
liers (like very young regions) in a given radial region. For the
sSFR radial profiles, we used the arithmetic azimuthal average
for each radial bin. We calculated the standard deviation of each
value per radial bin (we used this information to estimate the
individual gradients below in Sect. 4.2). Figures 8–10 show the
“stacked” radial profiles with the median values and the 16th and
84th percentiles of our quantities for the five radial bins in three
stellar mass bins.

Figure 8 shows the stacked (median) agelw and agemw radial
profiles for CLEs, RQEs, and BSFs. It also shows the individual
profiles of the RQE and BSF galaxies. We consider a lower mass
limit of M? = 109.4 M� in the lowest mass bin because there are
only RQE galaxies at lower masses. By fitting a straight line to
the stacked age profiles, the gradients in units of dex/Reff (see
Eq. (3)) can be calculated at each mass bin. Table 2 shows these
gradients for the CLE, RQE, and BSF galaxies for each mass
bin. The median agelw is slightly older in the central part of the
CLE population compared to their outskirts for all the masses. A
similar behavior is seen in the case of RQEs with M? < 1011 M�,
although with an overall younger agelw than CLEs of the same
mass (median agelw between 109.3 and 109.7 yr for the former and
>109.7 yr for the latter), which is expected by the selection cri-
teria of the RQE galaxies. The massive RQEs show a different
median trend in which the central part is younger than the out-
skirts. The BSF population also shows a trend of slightly increas-
ing agelw with radius, although the profile is flatter on average
at the 1010.4 < M?/M� < 1011 mass bin. The agelw values of
BSFs are significantly younger than those of CLEs with the same
mass at all the radii. Finally, the stacked agemw profiles are flat-
ter than the agelw profiles, especially for the RQEs (see Table 2).
The radial agemw profiles of both RQEs and BSFs do not differ
among them in a significant way.

In summary, the agelw and agemw stacked (median) profiles
of the CLE galaxies show a mild decrease with radius at all mass
bins, that is to say the central parts tend to be slightly older
than the external parts, which suggests a weak inside-out forma-
tion scenario for the CLE population. The agelw radial profiles
decrease slightly stronger than the agemw ones, with average dif-
ferences that are not larger than 0.2 dex. The agelw and agemw
stacked profiles are more diverse for the RQEs and BSFs. In
particular, the stacked agelw profile of RQEs that are more
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Fig. 8. Median mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted stellar ages profiles (dots connected with thick dashed and thick solid lines, respectively).
The left column is for CLEs, the central column is for RQEs, and the right column is for BSFs. Each row is a stellar-mass bin, which increases
from the bottom to the top. The shaded regions in the left panels correspond to the 16th and 84th percentiles (darker for the luminosity-weighted
quantities). Given the relatively low numbers of RQE and BSF galaxies, we show the individual profiles as thin lines. The number of galaxies of
each type in a given mass bin is shown in each panel. The horizontal error bar is the typical PSF size that represents the minimum radial resolution
of the IFU.

massive than 1011 M� tends to show a positive gradient, which
could suggest an outside-in growth mode, although with large
individual uncertainties. The big differences among the mass-
and luminosity-weighted age profiles, which are typically larger
than 0.2 dex (especially for the BSFs), show the presence of a
relatively high fraction of young stellar populations in the BSF
and RQE galaxies.

Figure 9 shows the stacked (median) luminosity- and mass-
weighted stellar metallicity (Zlw and Zmw, respectively) profiles.
The metallicity of CLEs is, on average, higher for more mas-
sive galaxies, and it decreases with radius and is steeper the
more massive the galaxies are. We note that the most massive
CLEs tend to show some flattening in the Zlw and Zmw profiles
at R& 1.0 Reff . By fitting a straight line to the stacked profiles
out to 1.5 Reff , the gradients in units of dex/Reff (see Eq. (3)) can
be calculated at each mass bin. Table 2 shows these gradients
for both the luminosity- and mass-weighted stellar metallicities.
Compared to the CLEs, the metallicity profiles are flatter for the
RQEs, and the most massive RQE galaxies show even a positive
gradient in both luminosity- and mass-weighted metallicities,
although with large individual uncertainties. The BSF population
tends to have a negative gradient, with more pronounced mass-

weighted stacked profiles than the luminosity-weighted ones at
the two mass bins.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the stacked (median) profiles of
sSFR(r) = ΣSFR(r)/Σ∗(r), where the SFR was calculated in the
last 30 Myr from the stellar population synthesis results. The
sSFR shows how efficient the current SFR is with respect to the
average in the past. It provides a criterion to evaluate whether
a galaxy (or a galaxy region) is actively forming stars, if it
is quenching, or, alternatively, if it has already quenched. For
example, it is common in the literature to define a galaxy as
quenched or retired when its sSFR is lower than a critical value
defined in between 10−11 and 10−10.7 yr−1.

We find that the stacked sSFR profiles of low-mass CLE and
RQE galaxies increase with radius, with the central part having
values lower than the outer part by ∼1 dex. This result suggests
a more effective quenching process inside rather than outside
(González Delgado et al. 2017; Belfiore et al. 2018; Ellison et al.
2018; Sánchez et al. 2018). For the higher mass bins, the median
sSFR profile of the CLE population is roughly flat, though with
a weak decrease toward the inner regions, suggesting a slightly
more efficient quenching in these regions. For the massive RQE
population, the sSFR profiles of most of the objects tend to be
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Fig. 9. Median mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted stellar metallicity profiles (dots connected with thick dashed and thick solid lines, respec-
tively). The left column is for CLEs, the central column is for RQEs, and the right column is for BSFs. Each row is a stellar-mass bin, which
increases from the bottom to the top. The shaded regions in the left panels correspond to the 16th and 84th percentiles (darker for the luminosity-
weighted quantities). Given the relatively low numbers of RQE and BSF galaxies, we show the individual profiles as thin lines. The number of
galaxies of each type in a given mass bin is shown in each panel. The horizontal error bar is the typical PSF size that represents the minimum
radial resolution of the IFU.

negative, suggesting an outside-in quenching. The BSFs exhibit
higher values of sSFR at all the radii than CLEs and RQEs.
In contrast to low- and intermediate-mass CLEs and RQEs, the
sSFR profiles of BSF Es tend to be flat or slightly decrease with
radius. We note that the uncertainty in the constrained sSFR val-
ues below 10−12 yr−1 is large, so these results for CLE galaxies
should be considered with caution.

4.2. Individual stellar age and stellar metallicity gradients

We use the same methodology described in Sect. 4.1 but for
the individual gradient values. In Figs. 11 and 12, we show the
individual gradients in stellar age and metallicity as functions of
stellar mass. Table 3 presents the median values of the gradients
and the 16th–84th percentiles for different mass bins and all the
masses.

The CLE galaxies mostly show very mild negative or flat
gradients in agemw, whereas their gradients in agelw are more
negative. Only 19% and 8% of the CLE sample have positive
gradients in agemw and agelw, respectively, confirming that the
“stacked” age profiles in the mass bins shown in Fig. 8 cap-
ture the general behavior of the whole population well. Also, in

agreement with the “stacked” profiles, the individual metallic-
ity gradients are more negative than the age gradients, and their
scatter is also larger. For Zmw and Zlw, only 6% and 5% of the
CLE sample show positive gradients, respectively. There is also
a clear trend of steeper gradients as the galaxies are more mas-
sive, both for Zlw and Zmw. We discuss the implications of these
results in Sect. 6.2.

The RQE galaxies show evident larger scatters in their gra-
dients compared to the CLEs. The medians of their mass- and
light-weighted gradients tend to be mildly negative except for
the most massive bin (M? > 1011 M�), see Table 3. The gradi-
ents of agelw, Zlw, and Zmw tend to be positive for massive RQEs.
In the case of BSF galaxies, the scatter in age gradients is larger
compared with that for CLEs, but the scatter in metallicity gra-
dients is smaller or comparable between BSFs and CLEs. The
median of the gradients in age and metallicity are slightly more
positive than those of the CLEs of the same mass. We discuss the
implications of these results for RQEs and BSFs in Sects. 6.3.1
and 6.3.2, respectively.

We also explore the individual gradients of agemw, agelw,
Zmw, and Zlw as functions of the integrated g− i color, integrated
mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted stellar ages, integrated
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Fig. 10. Median sSFR profiles in the last 30 Myr obtained from the SFHs (dots connected with thick solid lines). The sSFR values below ∼10−12 yr−1

are very uncertain and can be considered as upper limits. The left column is for CLEs, the central column is for RQEs, and the right column is
for BSFs. Each row is a stellar-mass bin, which increases from the bottom to the top. The shaded regions in the left panels correspond to the 16th
and 84th percentiles. Given the relatively low numbers of RQE and BSF galaxies, we show the individual profiles as thin lines. The number of
galaxies of each type in a given mass bin is shown in each panel. The horizontal error bar is the typical PSF, which represents the minimum radial
resolution of the IFU.

Table 2. Gradients of the “stacked” profiles out to 1.5 Reff in three stellar mass bins.

Type ∇ log 9.4 < log(M?/M�)< 10.4 10.4≤ log(M?/M�)< 11 11≤ log(M?/M�)< 12

CLE Agelw −0.10 ± 0.06 −0.08 ± 0.05 −0.6 ± 0.05
CLE Agemw −0.01 ± 0.04 −0.02 ± 0.03 −0.03 ± 0.03
CLE Zlw −0.08 ± 0.05 −0.12 ± 0.05 −0.11 ± 0.04
CLE Zmw −0.11 ± 0.06 −0.11 ± 0.06 −0.13 ± 0.05
RQE Agelw −0.09 ± 0.13 −0.13 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.19
RQE Agemw −0.01 ± 0.05 −0.07 ± 0.02 −0.00 ± 0.06
RQE Zlw −0.03 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.05 0.19 ± 0.10
RQE Zmw −0.01 ± 0.06 −0.08 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.13
BSF Agelw 0.10 ± 0.16 0.00 ± 0.05
BSF Agemw −0.05 ± 0.06 −0.07 ± 0.06
BSF Zlw −0.02 ± 0.07 −0.06 ± 0.03
BSF Zmw −0.07 ± 0.08 −0.14 ± 0.05

mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted stellar metallicities,
and λRe . For the agemw and agelw gradients of CLEs, RQEs, and
BSFs, we do not find any clear trend with the color, integrated
galaxy ages and metallicities, and λRe . We find mild dependences

of the Zmw and Zlw gradients on the integrated luminosity-
weighted age (more negative for older galaxies), the Zlw gradi-
ents on both integrated metallicities (more negative for richer
galaxies), and the g− i color (more negative for redder galaxies).
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Fig. 11. Mass-weighted stellar age gradients (top-left panel) and
luminosity-weighted stellar age gradients (bottom-left panel) as func-
tions of the stellar mass of E galaxies. The symbols are red filled cir-
cles for CLEs, orange open squares for RQEs, and blue stars for BSFs.
Top-right and bottom-right panels: normalized density distributions of
mass-weighted age gradients and luminosity-weighted age gradients,
respectively, for CLE galaxies (red solid histogram), RQE galaxies
(orange open histogram), and BSF galaxies (blue dashed histogram).
The integral of each histogram sums to unity. The dotted lines in the
panels are gradients equal 0.

Since we find a dependence of the metallicity gradients on the
stellar mass, these weak dependences of the metallicity gradi-
ents on the integrated stellar ages, metallicities, and color can be
understood from the correlation between these physical parame-
ters and the stellar mass (Figs. 2–5).

5. Stellar population age distributions

The fossil record method applied to the IFU data allows us to
obtain not only mean spatially-resolved stellar population ages
but the whole age distribution of the fitted SSPs integrated and
within regions of the galaxies. With this information, it is possi-
ble to construct several temporal quantities, integrated and spa-
tially resolved, that allow us to explore the evolution of galaxies.
Examples of these quantities are the differential and cumulative
SFHs, SFR(t), and SFR(<t) =

∫ t
0 SFR(t′)dt′, respectively; the

birthrate parameter (Scalo 1986; Binney & Merrifield 1998),

b(t) ≡
SFR(t)
〈SFR(t)〉

=
SFR(t)

1
t

∫ t
0 SFR(t′)dt′

(4)

and the cumulative mass temporal distribution, CMTD,

M?(< t) =

∫ t

ti
SFR(t′)[1 − Rml(t′)]dt′, (5)

where Rml is the stellar mass-loss term. The CMTD is closely
related to the cumulative SFH; the difference is that the stellar
mass accumulated at each temporal step in the case of the CMTD
takes into account the mass lost by stars as they evolve.
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Fig. 12. Mass-weighted stellar metallicity gradients (top-left panel) and
luminosity-weighted stellar metallicity gradients (bottom-left panel) as
functions of the stellar mass of E galaxies. The symbols are red filled
circles for CLEs, orange open squares for RQEs, and blue stars for
BSFs. Top-right and bottom-right panels: normalized density distribu-
tions of mass-weighted metallicity gradients and luminosity-weighted
metallicity gradients, respectively, for CLE galaxies (red solid his-
togram), RQE galaxies (orange open histogram), and BSF galaxies
(blue dashed histogram). The integral of each histogram sums to unity.
The dotted lines in the panels are gradients equal 0.

5.1. Cumulative mass temporal distributions

Figure 13 shows the integrated (within 1.5 Reff) mean CMTDs
normalized to M0 for the CLE, RQE, and BSF galaxies in three
stellar mass bins. The normalized CMTDs are constructed in the
same way as reported in Ibarra-Medel et al. (2016, in that paper
they were called normalized mass growth histories), where M0 is
the stellar mass attained at the same cosmological epoch for each
galaxy. We define this epoch as the highest redshift of our sam-
ple, zlim = 0.08 (look back time ∼1 Gyr; in this way, we assure
that all studied galaxies have their normalized CMTD deter-
mined at this time), that is, M0 is the stellar mass at z = 0.08.
This mass is obtained by interpolating the CMTD around the
time corresponding to z = 0.08. The normalized CMTDs can
be interpreted as the speed at which the stellar mass grows at
different epochs (Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016).

For all masses, the CLEs accumulated higher fractions of
their final stellar masses (defined at z = 0.08) at earlier epochs
on average, with higher mass growth rates in the past compared
to RQEs and BSFs. At lower masses (M? < 1010.4 M�), the
CLEs accumulated 90% of their final mass ∼5 Gyr ago, whereas
it is between 2 and 3 Gyr ago for RQEs and BSFs. For masses
M? > 1010.4 M�, the CLEs accumulated 90% of their mass
∼7 Gyr ago, whereas it is between 4 and 6 Gyr ago for BSFs
and RQEs. The mass growth of the CLEs tends to be earlier,
with higher mass growth rates in the past, as the more massive
they are (downsizing). In contrast, the RQEs show a changing
trend with mass. They accumulate, on average, 90% of their
mass at later epochs (∼3 Gyr ago) at the lowest mass bin, later
(∼6 Gyr ago) at intermediate masses (1010.4 < M? < 1011 M�),
and between 4 and 5 Gyr ago in the most massive bin. We note
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Table 3. Median mass- and luminosity-weighted gradients of stellar age and stellar metallicity out to 1.5 Reff in units of dex/Reff for different mass
bins from Figs. 11 and 12.

Type ∇ log 9.4 < log(M?/M�)< 10.4 10.4≤ log(M?/M�)< 11 11≤ log(M?/M�)< 12 9 < log(M?/M�)< 12

CLE Agemw −0.02+0.06
−0.03 −0.03+0.04

−0.04 −0.04+0.04
−0.06 −0.03+0.04

−0.05
CLE Agelw −0.08+0.06

−0.05 −0.08+0.07
−0.05 −0.08+0.05

−0.10 −0.08+0.06
−0.07

CLE Zmw −0.06+0.07
−0.06 −0.11+0.05

−0.08 −0.12+0.06
−0.08 −0.11+0.07

−0.08

CLE Zlw −0.05+0.06
−0.07 −0.11+0.05

−0.08 −0.12+0.06
−0.07 −0.11+0.06

−0.07

RQE Agemw −0.02+0.09
−0.10 −0.09+0.06

−0.04 −0.03+0.08
−0.11 −0.02+0.09

−0.11
RQE Agelw −0.05+0.08

−0.28 −0.32+0.04
−0.09 0.11+0.47

−0.37 −0.08+0.19
−0.24

RQE Zmw −0.02+0.09
−0.05 −0.10+0.03

−0.09 0.07+0.07
−0.08 −0.01+0.09

−0.07

RQE Zlw −0.02+0.04
−0.05 0.00+0.01

−0.02 0.09+0.11
−0.06 0.00+0.05

−0.04

BSF Agemw 0.01+0.08
−0.07 −0.02+0.04

−0.15 0.01+0.07
−0.07

BSF Agelw 0.10+0.22
−0.24 −0.01+0.07

−0.03 0.07+0.22
−0.14

BSF Zmw −0.03+0.02
−0.05 −0.08+0.03

−0.02 −0.04+0.02
−0.06

BSF Zlw −0.00+0.05
−0.11 −0.05+0.03

−0.03 −0.02+0.05
−0.08

Notes. The last column is for the full mass range. The errors correspond to the 16th and 84th percentile range.
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Fig. 13. Mean cumulative mass temporal distributions, CMTDs, within 1.5 Reff in three stellar mass bins (mass increases to the right). The CMTDs
are normalized to the mass attained at zlim = 0.08. The red lines correspond to CLEs, the orange lines correspond to RQEs, and the blue lines
correspond to BSFs. The shaded region is the error of the mean (standard deviation divided by

√
N) of the respective distribution. The number of

galaxies of each type in a given mass bin is shown in each panel. The horizontal error bars show the average time resolutions of the SSP template
stellar library.

that the trends for RQEs with M? > 1010.4 M� have large scat-
ters. However, in general, the RQEs have a systematic delay in
their normalized CMTDs compared with the CLEs, as is seen
in Fig. 13. The BSFs also present a clear delay in their CMTDs
with respect to the CLEs. These results are consistent with the
younger mean ages for the RQEs and BSFs with respect to the
CLEs reported in Sect. 3.

Figure 14 shows the mean normalized CMTDs for CLEs,
RQEs, and BSFs in two radial bins; the inner part of the
galaxies (R< 0.5 Reff) and the external part of the galaxies
(1.0 < R/Reff < 1.5). In this case, M0 is the mass attained
within each one of these two radial bins at z = 0.08. The
results are shown for the same three mass bins as in the previous
figures. The CLEs typically present a weak inside-out growth
mode; their inner stellar mass growth rates were slightly higher
in the past than the outer ones, and as a result, the inner part
accumulated 90% of its mass at earlier times than the outer
part. This trend is more evident for the more massive CLEs. We
notice, however, that the inside-out growth mode is much more
pronounced for late-type galaxies (see, e.g., González Delgado

et al. 2015; Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016; García-Benito et al. 2017;
Avila-Reese et al. 2018; López Fernández et al. 2018). The
RQEs show less clear and more scattered trends with mass.
The inside-out growth mode seems to occur in RQE galaxies,
but it is much weaker and noisier for the most massive ones,
M? > 1011 M�. This different behavior in the CMTDs for mas-
sive RQEs is in agreement with the “stacked” age and metallicity
radial profiles presented in Sect. 4 for the RQEs in the same mass
bin. Regarding the BSFs, their average inner and outer normal-
ized CMTDs are statistically similar, suggesting either a radial
homogeneous stellar mass assembly or strong radial mixing pro-
cesses. The more massive BSFs show more explicit evidence of
an inside-out mode. However, given the small numbers of RQEs
and BSFs, the mean trends shown in Fig. 14 should be taken with
caution since they can be dominated by the extreme behavior of
a few galaxies (see below).

We notice that the differences in mean normalized CMTDs
of the external and inner parts of a given E galaxy can be
smaller than the age resolution of the used SSP libraries for
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Fig. 14. Mean cumulative mass temporal distributions, CMTDs, for each E type in three mass bins. Each row is a stellar-mass bin, which increases
from the bottom to the top. The CMTDs are normalized to the respective masses at zlim = 0.08. The left column is for CLEs, the central column is
for RQEs, and the right column is for BSFs. In each panel, the solid line corresponds to the mean CMTD within 0.5 Reff , whereas the dotted line
corresponds to the mean CMTD between 1 and 1.5 Reff . The light and dark shaded regions are the errors of the mean (standard deviation divided by
√

N) of the distributions in the inner part and the outer part of the galaxies, respectively. The horizontal error bars show the average time resolution
of the SSP template stellar library at the given epoch. The inset box shows the integrated mean normalized CMTDs within 1.5 Reff .

ages corresponding to look-back times higher than ∼8 Gyr6.
Figure 15 shows this comparison. Here, we plotted for each
galaxy the difference between the look back times of the nor-
malized CMTDs corresponding to the internal and the external
parts, (Ti − To), when each attains 50%, 70%, and 90% of the
mass in the corresponding radial bin as functions of the galaxy

6 As discussed in Ibarra-Medel et al. (2016; 2019, see the references
therein), the spectra of old stellar populations are very similar among
them in such a way that the exact age determination of them is very
uncertain. For example, the fossil record method applied to MaNGA
IFU data with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) recovers the ages
of stellar populations older than 10 Gyr with an uncertainty that is not
better than ±(2.5−3) Gyr. Estimates of the uncertainty in age determi-
nation with the fossil record method at different stellar population ages
are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 as the horizontal error bars.

M?. When (Ti − To) is larger (smaller) than 0, we have formally
the inside-out (outside-in) growth mode. However, when |Ti−To|

is smaller than the uncertainty in the age determination, we can-
not conclude anything more than that the radial growth mode
is roughly uniform within this age uncertainty. The light gray
bands in Fig. 15 show our rough estimates of the age resolu-
tion allowed by the fossil record method at the different mass
fractions, which correspond to different epochs on average. The
radial mass growth of CLEs passes from roughly homogeneous
at epochs when they accumulated ∼50% of their inner and outer
masses (within the age uncertainty of the fossil record method)
to clearly inside-out mass growth mode when they accumulated
90% of their inner and outer masses, that is to say the inside-
out mode becomes relevant at later epochs of the mass growth.
The (late) inside-out mode tends to be stronger for more massive
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Fig. 15. Difference of look-back times between the internal part (R <
0.5 Reff) and the external part (1< R < 1.5 Reff), (Ti − To), when each
accumulates 50%, 70%, and 90% of the mass (from top to bottom pan-
els) as functions of the total stellar mass. The red dots, orange squares,
and blue stars correspond to CLE, RQE, and BSF galaxies, respectively.
Above (below) the dashed lines, the E galaxies would be assembled
inside-out (outside-in). The shaded regions correspond to the temporal
resolution allowed by the SSP template library at the earliest ages of the
galaxies in each panel.

CLEs in all the panels. The RQE galaxies do not show system-
atic differences with M? in the mass growth between the internal
and external parts. Most intermediate- and low-mass RQEs show
some evidence of the inside-out growth mode, though weaker
than the CLEs. In the case of the massive RQEs, two (1/3) of
them show evidence of an outside-in mode at least since times
where 70% of their inner and outer parts have formed, while
other two massive RQEs show a clear inside-out growth mode.
The BSFs show a large scatter in this figure, though not too dif-
ferent from the CLEs of similar masses.

5.2. Specific star formation histories

Figure 16 shows the mean integrated (within 1.5 Reff) specific
SFHs for CLEs, RQEs, and BSF Es in three stellar-mass bins7.

7 We smoothed the specific SFHs by a step filter with a width of 32 Myr
to minimize the impact of numerical spikes.

They are normalized to their values attained at zlim = 0.08. The
mean specific SFHs of CLEs show a sharp decrease with time,
which is faster the more massive the galaxies are. This behav-
ior is likely associated with quenching processes rather than
natural aging due to gas consumption; see more details below.
For the RQEs, their mean specific SFHs are roughly similar
to those of the CLEs at the largest look back times, but then
they decrease more slowly. In particular, the mean specific SFHs
of the RQEs remain roughly constant since ∼5–2 Gyr ago for
masses M? < 1011 M� and since ∼2.5–1.5 Gyr ago for larger
masses, and then they decrease more quickly. This result implies
that the progenitors of the RQEs at these epochs were more effi-
cient in growing their stellar mass by SF than the CLEs, and only
recently suffered significant decline in SF. The specific SFHs of
the BSFs show behavior similar to the RQEs but without sharply
decreasing lately, as the RQEs.

Figure 17 shows the mean specific SFHs for CLEs, RQEs,
and BSFs in two radial regions and three stellar mass bins. Simi-
lar to Fig. 14, the inner part of the galaxies (R < 0.5 Reff) and the
external part of the galaxies (1.0<R< 1.5 Reff) are both shown.
The inner mean specific SFHs of the CLEs decrease faster than
the outer ones, suggesting that CLEs suffer an inside-out quench-
ing, which is more pronounced for the more massive ones. In
the case of the low-mass RQE and BSF galaxies, the inner and
outer mean specific SFHs have shown relatively constant SFHs
since 5 Gyr down to the present for the BSFs and down to ∼2 Gyr
ago for the RQEs. The BSFs of intermediate masses also show
constant radial SFHs down to the present. At the same mass,
the inner part of the RQEs shows a rapid decrease in the sSFR
to lower redshifts, whereas the specific SFH of the outer parts
is still constant. The most massive RQEs show slight evidence
of outside-in quenching, with the outer parts starting to signif-
icantly decline their SF faster ∼4 Gyr ago, on average, than the
inner parts.

5.3. Epoch and time-scale of long-term quenching in SF

In the literature, there is not a common and exact defini-
tion of SF long-term quenching in galaxies; for a few recent
discussions, see Schawinski et al. (2014), Smethurst et al.
(2015), Pacifici et al. (2016), and Carnall et al. (2018), for
example. As their gas reservoir is consumed, galaxies decrease
their SFRs according to their internal metabolism, even the star-
forming ones, which likely accrete gas by cosmological infall
during long periods of their lives. Let us call this cycle of
decreasing gas accretion and its consumption into stars due to
the internal metabolism of galaxies nominally as aging. In a
general way, by quenching, one understands a decline in the
SFR significantly faster than normal aging, which is produced
by some internal or external mechanisms. These mechanisms
may deprive galaxies of gas infall, promote its ejection from
the galaxy, or avoid the cold gas to be transformed into stars
(for reviews of different quenching mechanics, see, e.g., Ibarra-
Medel et al. 2016; Smethurst et al. 2017, and more references
therein). The different quenching mechanisms have different
time scales of SF cessation.

We have mentioned above that the sSFR histories of CLEs
show a pronounced decline. Now, we would like to evaluate
how quickly this decline of SF for our sample of MaNGA E
galaxies occurs. We anticipate that it is beyond the scope of this
paper to explore possible processes and mechanisms of quench-
ing. A first step for estimating the time-scale of quenching is to
determine the epoch at which a given galaxy becomes quenched
long-term. Several approaches are used in the literature to define
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Fig. 16. Integrated mean specific SFRs as functions of look back time, i.e., integrated mean sSFHs, within 1.5 Reff in three stellar mass bins (mass
increases to the right). The sSFHs are normalized at zlim = 0.08. The red lines correspond to CLEs, the orange lines correspond to RQEs, and the
blue lines correspond to BSFs. The shaded region is the error of the mean of each sSFH. The number of galaxies of each type in a given mass bin
is shown in each panel. The horizontal error bars show the average time resolution of the SSP template stellar library at the given epoch.
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Fig. 17. Mean sSFHs for each E type in three mass bins, which increases from the bottom to the top. The left column is for CLEs, the central
column is for RQEs, and the right column is for BSFs. In each panel, the solid line corresponds to the mean sSFR within 0.5 Reff , whereas the
dotted line corresponds to the mean sSFR between 1.0 and 1.5 Reff . The light shaded region and dark shaded region are the errors of the mean of
the sSFRs in the inner part and the outer part of the galaxies, respectively. The horizontal error bars show the average time resolution of the SSP
template stellar library at the given epoch. The inset box shows the integrated mean specific SFHs within 1.5 Reff .
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the long-term quenching time, tq, of galaxies. For example, tq
is defined as the cosmic time when the sSFR decreased below a
given factor f times the inverse of the Hubble time (e.g., Firmani
& Avila-Reese 2010; Pacifici et al. 2016) or when the birthrate
parameter b decreased below a given factor f ′ (Carnall et al.
2018). Both factors are related, given that sSFR(t) ≈ b(t)/[(1 −
Rml)t)]; the approximation is because it is assumed that Rml is
independent of time, which is roughly correct after ∼2 Gyr of
evolution for a given SSP. A second step is to define a char-
acteristic time of maximal SFR from which the galaxy started
to decline, on average, its SFR, tmax. For galaxies with sev-
eral stages of increase and decrease of the SFR, there is not an
unambiguous time of maximum SFR. Operationally, here, we
relate tmax to the luminosity-weighted average age of the galaxy,
agelw

8, considering it as an average epoch at which the galaxy
still had active star formation. The time difference ∆tq= tq − tmax
is then the quenching time-scale.

To define the long-term quenching time tq from the crite-
rion b(t) = f ′, we use the last of the times when this criterion
was attained. For our sample of E galaxies, we experimented
with values of f ′ from 0.8 down to 0.1. For high values, there
are galaxies for which ∆tq is negative, and many of our BSF Es
appear to be quenched. For low values of f ′, the quenching time
of some Es, mainly RQEs, is not attained and the ∆tq values of
most of the Es are too large. We have found that f ′ = 0.4 is an
optimal value because all of our BSF Es are confirmed to not be
retired galaxies, and there are only a few RQEs that do not attain
the criterion of quenching.

Figure 18 shows the quenching look back times, tq,LB, and
quenching time-scales, ∆tq, calculated from the (nonparametric)
stellar population age distributions of each one of our MaNGA
E galaxies. The upper and right panels show the normalized his-
tograms of tq,LB and ∆tq, respectively. On average, CLEs quench
3.8 ± 1.2 Gyr ago and not earlier than 7.3 Gyr ago (z ≈ 1). For
values of f ′ that are lower than 0.4, the quenching look back
times result even later (lower redshifts). The RQEs, as expected,
quench later than the CLEs, 1.2 ± 0.9 Gyr ago on average.

Regarding the long-term quenching time-scale ∆tq, the CLEs
take 3.4 ± 0.8 Gyr to quench on average, while RQEs quench
faster, in 2.4 ± 0.5 Gyr on average. For the CLE population, we
find some anticorrelation between ∆tq and tq,LB: The earlier the
long-term quenching is, the faster it happens; for those CLEs
that quenched ∼7 Gyr ago, ∆tq = 1–1.5 Gyr. In contrast, RQEs
quench late and relatively quickly, occupying a different region
than CLEs in the ∆tq–tq,LB plane; this provides one more piece
of evidence that the RQEs significantly segregate from the dom-
inant population of CLEs. For the latter, there is a trend of tq,LB
with M? in the sense that more massive galaxies quench ear-
lier. In the histograms of Fig. 18, the median values of tq,LB and
∆tq corresponding to the low-, intermediate-, and high-mass bins
used throughout this paper are indicated with the dotted, dashed,
and solid lines, respectively.

We also calculated the normalized long-term quenching
time-scale, ηq ≡ ∆tq/tmax, which measures the galaxy quench-
ing duration as a fraction of the age of the Universe when the
quenching started (recall that we approximate this cosmic time to
correspond to the luminosity-weighted age of the given galaxy).
For CLEs, on average, ηq = 0.50 ± 0.15, that is, these galaxies
quenched roughly half the time they attained their most active SF
phase. For RQEs, ηq = 0.23 ± 0.06. This result could be inter-

8 We pass from age to look back time adding to agelw the observation
time of each galaxy, and from look back time to cosmic time using the
Universe age of 13.67 Gyr for the cosmology assumed here.
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Fig. 18. Long-term quenching look back time (tq,LB) and quenching
time-scale (∆tq) calculated from the nonparametric stellar population
age distributions (see Sect. 5.3 for details). Red circles are for CLEs
and orange squares are for RQEs. The upper and right panels show the
normalized distributions of tq,LB and ∆tq, respectively, for CLE galaxies
(red solid histogram) and RQE galaxies (orange open histogram). The
integral of each histogram sums to unity. The vertical (horizontal) lines
in the upper (right) panel correspond to median values of tq,LB (∆tq)
for CLE galaxies in three stellar mass bins: 9.4 < log(M?/M�)< 10.4
(dotted), 10.4≤ log(M?/M�)< 11 (dashed), and 11≤ log(M?/M�)< 12
(solid).

preted as a high quenching efficiency, but it could also be related
to the efficiency of a possible post-merging quenching process
rather than the quenching of an individual galaxy, in which case
it is not easy to interpret ηq for them.

A typical function used to describe the SFH of galaxies is the
so-called τ-delayed model:

SFR(t) =
A(t − ti)
τ2 exp

t − ti
τ

, (6)

where ti is the onset time of SF and A[M�] is a normaliza-
tion factor. The SFR grows linearly after ti, it attains a maxi-
mum at tmax = ti + τ, and then it decreases exponentially. In
López Fernández et al. (2018), the authors used several paramet-
ric SFHs for their stellar population synthesis inversion mod-
els applied to the IFS observations from the CALIFA survey
(Sánchez et al. 2012). For the τ-delayed function and in the case
of their E galaxy sample, they report look-back initial times of
ti,LB = 10.1 ± 5.1 Gyr and τ = 1.4 ± 1.4. For the τ-delayed
function, we can define the long-term quenching time-scale as
∆tq= tq −tmax. By using our definition of tq as the time when
b(t) = 0.4, we find that ∆tq strongly depends on τ and weakly on
ti, ∆tq ≈ (0.15ti +2.46)τ+0.02ti +0.37. For the range of values of
ti = 3.35 ± 0.5 Gyr constrained in López Fernández et al. (2018)
for E galaxies, and for τ = 1.4 Gyr, ∆tq ≈ 4.5–4.7 Gyr. These val-
ues are ∼1 Gyr larger than the average ∆tq = 3.4 Gyr value found
for CLEs here. The SFHs of individual galaxies are diverse,
and in many cases, the τ-delayed function does not describe
them well. Despite this and the many differences between López
Fernández et al. (2018) and our fossil record method, it is
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encouraging that the differences in the obtained typical val-
ues of ∆tq for E galaxies are not large. Finally, we notice that
when approaching the SFHs to the τ-delayed model, values of
τ ∼ 1 Gyr imply long-term quenching times-scales (using our
definition of tq, when b = 0.4) of 3.0–3.4 Gyr for reasonable ti
values of 1–4 Gyr, respectively.

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the caveats of our methodology
(Sect. 6.1), and summarize and discuss the interpretations of
the results presented in the previous sections. The CLEs are the
main population of E galaxies, and our large sample allows us to
claim for generic evolutionary trends for them (Sect. 6.2). This
could not be the case for the RQE and BSF samples due to the
diversity of their properties and evolutionary features as well as
the low numbers. In any case, we propose and discuss some pos-
sible generic evolutionary trends for them in Sect. 6.3.

6.1. Caveats of the methodology

We note that Pipe3D uses a brute-force minimization that
explores all possible parameters that will achieve the best lin-
ear combination of the SSP stellar libraries, which best fits
the observed spectrum. At the same time, Pipe3D performs a
Gaussian fitting of the observed emission lines (Sánchez et al.
2016b,a). The inversion methods, in general, have an intrinsic
precision limit in determining the ages of the stellar populations
that compose the spectrum (therefore, in the recovered SFH
or CMTD) due to the degeneracy of spectral features with
age, especially for old populations; see Sánchez et al. (2016b)
and Ibarra-Medel et al. (2016) for an extensive discussion on
this question, and more references therein. According to these
papers, the average logarithmic age uncertainty of Pipe3D is
around 0.1–0.15 dex. This uncertainty drives the peaks of the
SFH to spread out and lower their amplitudes, with also conse-
quences in the shape of the inferred normalized CMTDs. In addi-
tion to the age resolution effects, systematical uncertainties in the
results from the inversion method are introduced by the SSP and
dust extinction models and the choice of the IMF. Sánchez et al.
(2016b) and Ibarra-Medel et al. (2016) extensively discuss the
expected effects of these ingredients on the SFHs and CMTDs
(their so-called mass growth histories).

Ibarra-Medel et al. (2019) directly explore how well the inte-
gral and radial SFHs and CMTDs are recovered with Pipe3D,
including the effects of galactic extinction and observational set-
tings, such as the S/N, IFU spatial resolution, and galaxy inclina-
tion. They used post-processed state-of-the-art hydrodynamical
cosmological simulations of well-resolved late-type and early-
type galaxies. Regarding the inversion method, they find that
the precision in the inferred SFHs (and CMTDs and sSFHs), as
expected, decreases as the stellar age of the “observed” stellar
populations is older: The inversion method tends to smooth the
real SFHs more and more for ages older than 5 Gyr. This effect
diminishes the original inside-out trend at the radial level, espe-
cially for the late-type galaxies, which present a more complex
SFH and a more prominent inside-out mode than the early-type
ones. Nevertheless, Pipe3D still manages to recover the qualita-
tive behavior of the real radial SFHs and CMTDs at early epochs;
the recovery is much more precise at late epochs. The main rea-
son for these issues in recovering the SFHs is the limited age
sampling of the used SSPs as the ages are older (Sánchez et al.
2016a; Ibarra-Medel et al. 2019). For that reason and for the pur-

poses of this paper, we used the Pipe3D age sampling resolution
of the SSPs as a rough indicator of uncertainty of the inversion
method in the recovery of the real SFHs or CMTDs at different
epochs.

Ibarra-Medel et al. (2019) also tested the ability of the fossil
record method to recover the age and metallicity radial profiles
of the mock galaxies analyzed under the observational settings
of MaNGA. They found that the mass- and luminosity-weighted
profiles tend to be flattened by the fossil record method, par-
ticularly for late-type galaxies, the more inclined they are and
when the IFU spatial resolution is poor. They note that young
populations, even if their fraction in mass is small, significantly
“contaminate” the given spectrum so that the inversion method
tends to overestimate the fraction of these populations, with the
consequent recovery of younger ages and lower stellar masses
than the true ones. When young populations are present, the
effects of this contamination affect the radial bins that contain
intrinsically larger fractions of old populations more, that is to
say the innermost ones, thus assigning them lower ages and
metallicities, which lowers the gradients. Ibarra-Medel et al.
(2019) warn against overinterpreting the age and metallicity
gradients of galaxies with poorly sampled IFS data and high
inclinations. For early-type galaxies, especially the CLEs, the
above mentioned effects are much less severe than for late-type
galaxies.

6.2. The CLE galaxies

6.2.1. Radial gradients: Comparisons with previous works
and implications

There are different radial mass growth modes of early-type galax-
ies discussed in the literature based on their calculated stellar
age radial profiles. Most of the reported luminosity-weighted
age slopes for E+S0 galaxies are distributed within the [+0.1,
−0.1] interval9, that is, around 0 (e.g., Sánchez-Blázquez et al.
2007; Reda et al. 2007; Spolaor et al. 2010; Rawle et al. 2008,
2010 with VIMOS IFU; Kuntschner et al. 2010 with SAURON;
Boardman et al. 2017 with Mitchell Spectrograph IFU; Goddard
et al. 2017 with MaNGA; and San Roman et al. 2018 with the
ALHAMBRA survey, see more references therein), and also for
only E galaxies (Koleva et al. 2011 with long-slit data and Martín-
Navarro et al. 2018 with CALIFA).

The median mass- and luminosity-weighted age gradients we
have found for CLEs here are −0.03+0.04

−0.05 and −0.08+0.06
−0.07 dex/Reff ,

respectively, which suggest a weak inside-out formation. Among
those works that are similar to ours, Goddard et al. (2017) find
that the mass-weighted median age gradients tend to be slightly
positive for E+S0 galaxies in MaNGA, which suggests a weak
outside-in formation. Domínguez Sánchez et al. (2019) find neg-
ative light-weighted age gradients for E galaxies in MaNGA,
but the most massive galaxies show mildly positive age gradi-
ents. They find that the age gradients are weaker if there are
IMF gradients as well. Using the CALIFA survey, Zibetti et al.
(2020) report mildly positive luminosity-weighted age gradients
for E+S0 galaxies, although the profiles tend to be U-shaped
in the inner regions (.0.4 Reff). In contrast, González Delgado
et al. (2015) find mildly negative light-weighted mean age gra-
dients for E galaxies in CALIFA, and Zheng et al. (2017) find
mildly negative mass-weighted mean age gradients for Es in

9 In some papers, the gradient slopes are calculated per dex in age and
per dex in physical radial units (kpc), and in other ones in per dex in age
and in units of Reff . The reported slopes are then in units of dex/dex or
dex/Reff , respectively.
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MaNGA, which are consistent with an inside-out formation sce-
nario. Parikh et al. (2019) also report mildly negative age gra-
dients for E+S0 galaxies in MaNGA, but Li et al. (2018) and
Ferreras et al. (2019) find mildly positive age gradients for low-
mass E+S0 galaxies in MaNGA and SAMI, respectively.

Different observational settings, spectral fitting codes, stellar
population models, and methods to derive the stellar age gradi-
ents may explain the diversity of the results discussed above. In
Appendix A, we show examples of the luminosity- and mass-
weighted age profiles for individual MaNGA galaxies shown in
(Goddard et al. 2017, see their Fig. 7). Our luminosity-weighted
age profiles are consistent with those of Goddard et al. (2017).
However, our mass-weighted age profiles are also mildly nega-
tive or flat, which is opposite to the positive mass-weighted age
gradients reported by them. At this point, it is difficult to make
conclusive statements about the formation scenarios of early-
type galaxies solely based on the stellar age profiles, given the
mixed results in the literature using different approaches. For-
tunately, more information can be obtained from the spatially-
resolved IFS observations. It is also important to note that our
study is particularly unique with respect to previous ones because
we focus (i) only on morphologically well-defined E galaxies (S0
are not taken into account) and (ii) only on “red and dead” E
galaxies (CLEs), separating those E galaxies with evidence of
recent quenching, blue colors, or ongoing star formation.

For the metallicity radial profiles, the results in the litera-
ture are in agreement that the vast majority of early-type galaxies
present negative gradients. However, the different works do not
agree in how steep these negative gradients are (see for recent
reviews San Roman et al. 2018; Zibetti et al. 2020). The shal-
low slopes we find for our sample of CLE galaxies (see Tables 2
and 3) are consistent with most of the recent works based on
studies of large galaxy samples (e.g., González Delgado et al.
2015; Wilkinson et al. 2017; Goddard et al. 2017; Zheng et al.
2017; San Roman et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018). Gas-rich dissipa-
tive collapse models (Larson 1974), including SN-driven winds
(e.g., Pipino et al. 2010) or their revised versions in the hierar-
chical clustering cosmological scenario (e.g., Cook et al. 2016;
Taylor & Kobayashi 2017), predict steep negative gradients in
metallicity after the dissipative phase. The steepness of the gra-
dients can be lower by low SF efficiencies induced by SF feed-
back (Pipino et al. 2008, 2010) in less massive galaxies or by non-
dissipative (dry) mergers (Kobayashi 2004; Di Matteo et al. 2009;
Hirschmann et al. 2015; Cook et al. 2016; Taylor & Kobayashi
2017) in more massive galaxies, at least externally. If the merg-
ers are gas-rich, central SF can regenerate the gradients (Hopkins
et al. 2009), though the efficiency of this process is limited by
processes that can suddenly quench SF. The final metallicity gra-
dients depend on all of these processes and the fractions of stellar
mass that formed or assembled in the different phases.

Regarding the dependence of the metallicity gradient on
mass, previous observational results are in disagreement (see for
a review Oyarzún et al. 2019). We find that the gradient slopes
tend to become flattened as the CLEs are less massive, which
agrees with the proposal that SN-driven winds lower the SF effi-
ciency in galaxies with weaker gravitational potentials. On the
other hand, for the more massive CLEs, while the inner gradi-
ents remain relatively steep, at radii larger than ∼1 Reff the metal-
licity profiles tend to flatten (see the top-left panel of Fig. 9),
which agrees with the proposal of posterior dry mergers. The
latter result is consistent with Oyarzún et al. (2019), who also
find that the stellar metallicity profiles of massive E+S0 MaNGA
galaxies fall with radius but flatten externally. In conclusion, we
find negative metallicity gradients with relatively shallow slopes,

which support the scenario of early gas-rich dissipative collapse
for CLEs combined with mass-dependent processes that tend to
lower the steepness of the gradients.

As Oyarzún et al. (2019) extensively discuss, some of the
apparent differences in the measured metallicity gradients of
early-type galaxies among many observational works may be
due to the definition of metallicity gradients that is used as well
as to the different metallicity tracers or stellar population fitting
codes employed to calculate the stellar metallicity. We add to
this discussion that differences may also arise from the way the
samples of early-type galaxies are selected. Our work is proba-
bly more accurate in this sense since it exclusively refers to red,
quenched, and morphologically classified pure E galaxies.

Finally, we find that the radial sSFR profiles decrease toward
the center on average, suggesting inside-out quenching. Indeed,
the average radial specific SFHs show that the quenching is
faster in the inner part on average compared to the external one,
see Fig. 17. In the case of the CLEs that are less massive than
1010.4 M�, some residual SF would be needed to maintain the
sSFR relatively flat in the external parts during the last 2 or
3 Gyr. The inside-out quenching can be produced by the follow-
ing: an early central compaction process that triggers bursts of
SF with the consequent gas consumption and gas ejection by
SN-driven feedback, thus not leaving too much gas for further
SF (this process also would help to reduce the negative metal-
licity gradient; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Tacchella et al. 2016;
Avila-Reese et al. 2018); the AGN feedback (e.g., Bluck et al.
2016, 2020; Guo et al. 2019); morphological quenching, that is,
when the dynamically-formed hot spheroid stabilizes the inner
gaseous disk avoiding further SF (e.g., Martig et al. 2009); or
a combination of the previous mechanisms over time (Lin et al.
2019).

6.2.2. A two-phase formation scenario

From the archaeological study of our well-defined morphologi-
cal sample of 251 CLE galaxies, we find that they accumulated
70% of their current stellar masses 8–11 Gyr ago with an evi-
dent “downsizing” trend, especially in what regards the forma-
tion of their last 10–20% mass fraction. As discussed above,
the CLEs mostly show mild negative or zero light- and mass-
weighted age gradients as well as relatively steep negative gradi-
ents in both light- and mass-weighted metallicities. Additionally,
the mass- and luminosity-weighted ages do not differ too much
among them for both the integrated ages and for the ages along
the galacto-centric radius. At earlier epochs, the inner and outer
parts of CLEs formed their stellar populations roughly homoge-
neously; while at later epochs, the outer parts tend to form later
than the inner ones, especially for the more massive galaxies.
On the other hand, the inner parts tend to decrease their spe-
cific SFRs faster than the outer parts. All of these results suggest
that the CLEs formed a significant fraction of their stars early
(>8 Gyr) and nearly coeval in time and radius, followed by an
inside-out growth and a quenching process that also proceeded
inside out. These trends become stronger the more massive the
galaxies are.

From the archaeological analysis of the CLEs, we estimated
that they finished their quenching globally (retired) on average
3.8 ± 1.2 Gyr ago and not earlier than 7.3 Gyr ago, with quench-
ing time-scales (from a typical epoch of active SF to the long-
term quenching time) of 3.4 ± 0.8 Gyr on average. Addition-
ally, though with a large scatter, the trend is that CLEs that
retired earlier did it faster. A possible explanation for this trend
could be that CLEs generally form early by intense bursts of SF,
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followed by a rapid decline of SF. However, many of them can
continue growing in stellar mass lately by (dry) accretion of
other galaxies, whose stellar populations can be younger, that
is to say these galaxies were forming stars after the central one
already retired. The archaeological analysis of a galaxy assem-
bled in this way shows a later epoch of SF quenching and a larger
quenching time-scale than the early formed primary galaxy. The
emergence of a quenched population of galaxies could result
from our archaeological analysis too late compared to observa-
tions from cosmological surveys, which show a non-negligible
fraction of passive or quenched galaxies at z ∼ 2 (see, e.g.,
Muzzin et al. 2013; Whitaker et al. 2013; Pandya et al. 2017).
However, we note the following. (i) Our galaxies may have sev-
eral epochs of quenching (and SF increasing), but we define
the long-term quenching time as the last of these epochs; there-
fore, one expects some fraction of our galaxies to be counted as
quenched several times at epochs earlier than the assigned tq. (ii)
For accurate comparisons and to overcome the progenitor bias,
it is important to use large volume-complete samples, and to use
similar criteria in the fossil record and high redshift samples to
define quenching times and galaxy quenched populations. The
study of both questions mentioned above is beyond the scope of
this paper. An analysis of long-term quenching times and time-
scales in the inner and outer regions of the CLEs, and separat-
ing galaxies into centrals and satellites, may help explore this
question of two-phase E galaxy formation. Such a study will be
presented elsewhere.

In a general way, the results reported here for CLEs are
consistent with the prediction from hydrodynamic simulations
of the formation of spheroid-dominated galaxies (e.g., Naab
et al. 2009; Oser et al. 2010; Navarro-González et al. 2013;
Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016; Rosito et al. 2018, 2019a,b).
These simulations show that massive spheroid-dominated galax-
ies follow, in general, a two-phase formation scenario, which
consists of an initial gas-rich (dissipational) collapse onto dark
matter halos, where the bulk of the stellar mass is formed, and
a late dry accretion of satellites and eventual (dry) major merger
events. The consistency between our results and those of sim-
ulations is evident even in some specific details. For example,
according to Rosito et al. (2019a), for values of λRe= 0.17, which
is the median measured in our CLEs, the stellar mass-weighted
ages should be older than 8 Gyr. This is consistent with the over-
all old stellar populations of our CLE galaxies from the agemw
distribution (see Fig. 4).

6.3. The RQE and BSF galaxies

In the following, we discuss the nature and evolution of the RQE
and BSF galaxies. These two samples are about 15% out of
our whole sample of E galaxies and are mainly characterized
by showing evidence of late events of SF. This is in line with
Thomas et al. (2010), who from a SDSS sub-sample of early-
type galaxies, have reported that ∼10% of them present young
ages (<2.5 Gyr), being they are more frequent at lower masses
and lower-density environments. They interpreted these early-
type galaxies as the result of rejuvenation processes (see also
Shapiro et al. 2010). We caution that our attempt to find gen-
eral evolutionary trends for the RQE and BSF samples is flawed
by low numbers as well as for the possibility that these galax-
ies rather than homogeneous subpopulations are just objects that
deviate from the main trends due to peculiar and diverse evo-
lutionary conditions. In forthcoming papers, we will present
an individual spectroscopic analysis of each RQE and BSF
galaxy, including kinematics, as well as detailed photometric and

environmental analysis. This detailed analysis will allow us to
confirm or modify the generic interpretations we propose here
tentatively for RQEs and BSF galaxies.

6.3.1. RQE galaxies

Determining whether RQEs do in fact have different properties
and evolutionary paths with respect to CLEs, as defined here, is
necessary. Our results suggest that, indeed, this is the case, reas-
suring that our selection criteria were able to pick a class of phys-
ically different E objects. The RQEs are significantly younger
than the CLEs on average, even at a given M?, see Fig. 4;
on average, the differences are by ∼5 Gyr using agelw, which
is expected given the selection criterion with agelw, and by 3–
4 Gyr using agemw. At low masses of 9.4< log(M?/M�)< 10, the
RQEs are younger than CLEs with differences of agemw ∼ 2 Gyr
on average. The gradients in agemw of the RQEs are, on average,
flat but there is a large scatter around 0, see Fig. 11. The gradi-
ents in agelw are even more scattered and clearly differ between
RQE galaxies that are more and less massive than ∼1011 M�; for
the former, the gradients tend to be positive while for the latter,
they tend to be negative (see Fig. 11, and Tables 2 and 3). We
recovered 71% of the RQEs within the empirical region of the
urz diagram that can capture the youngest portion of quiescent
blue elliptical galaxies according to McIntosh et al. (2014, see
Fig. 3). In fact, only 2% of the CLEs are contained inside this
region. At low masses of 9.4< log(M?/M�)< 10, we recovered
92% of the RQE galaxies, whereas 28% of the CLEs are located
within this region. Furthermore, the progenitor(s) of RQEs was
(were) most of the time in an active phase of SF (at least one of
them if they suffered a late merger), which is the opposite for the
progenitor of CLEs, see Fig. 16. Finally, the RQEs of all masses
not only quenched recently (tq = 1.2 ± 0.9 Gyr ago), but notably
faster than the CLEs, even when comparing them to those CLEs
that also have late long-term quenching times (see Fig. 18). For
instance, low-mass RQE galaxies show a median tq ∼ 1 Gyr and
∆tq = 2.5 Gyr, whereas those are 2.9 Gyr and 3.5 Gyr for CLE
galaxies of the same mass, respectively. All of these facts suggest
that RQEs are not a simple statistical extension of the properties
of CLEs, including the low-mass range in which they overlap,
and they may support the distinction of RQEs and CLEs as two
different classes of E galaxies. The definition of RQE galaxies is
strongly motivated by McIntosh et al. (2014), but we admit it is
sort of arbitrary, and the numbers reported above might change
with other definitions that classify them. There is the possibility
that the RQE galaxies actually correspond to a continuous tran-
sition of CLE galaxies at low masses, in which the boundary is
not totally clear.

The luminosity-weighted ages of RQEs are significantly
lower than the mass-weighted ones at all masses. However, while
for RQEs with M? < 1011 M� the difference increases outward,
for most of the more massive ones, it increases inward (see
Fig. 8). A difference with mass is also seen in the stellar metal-
licity gradients; both the mass- and luminosity-weighted gradi-
ents are nearly constant or slightly negative for most of the less
massive RQEs, while both gradients are positive for most of the
massive galaxies. Moreover, for the massive RQEs, Zlw is signif-
icantly lower than Zmw, while for the less massive RQEs, Zlw is
slightly higher than Zmw (see Fig. 5). The latter also has younger
stellar populations outward, with metallicities higher than those
of the dominant old populations, while for the massive RQEs,
the younger populations tend to dominate in the central regions.
Interestingly enough, the specific SFHs of the less massive RQEs
show evidence of very weak inside-out quenching. Instead, for
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the massive RQEs, the SF in external regions seems to have
quenched faster than in the inner regions on average (outside-in
quenching). All of these results suggest that RQEs that are more
massive than ∼1011 M� differ on their radial stellar populations
from the less massive ones.

Determining why the RQE galaxies quenched so late and
fast, whether they were early-type galaxies before that or if the
morphological transformation is what triggered their quenching,
and whether they assemble by late mergers are discussed sep-
arately in the following for the RQEs that are less and more
massive than ∼1011 M�. Our discussion is based on the archae-
ological results presented above. By construction, from the
archaeological approach, it is not possible to infer the dynamical
assembly history of galaxies (mergers). However, some conse-
quences of the dynamical assembly may be left imprinted on
the global and radial properties of their stellar populations, thus
helping us constrain scenarios that imply mergers. The scenarios
discussed are highly speculative and are based on the reported
generic trends of only a few objects, so they should be consid-
ered just as proposals that have yet to be confirmed with more
detailed object-by-object studies.

– RQEs less massive than 1011 M�: A simple scenario, where
the RQEs defined here are the tail of delayed evolution of CLEs
is not enough to explain several of the differences mentioned
above, particularly the different slopes of RQEs in their spe-
cific SFHs compared to CLEs of similar masses. Based on our
results, we can speculate that most of the RQEs suffered a rel-
atively late, intermediate (1:3–1:8 mass ratio) merger, where at
least one of the merging galaxies was star-forming and gas-rich
(the less massive one, which has been accreted presumably by
an earlier-type galaxy). This gas-rich late merger scenario (or
the rejuvenation scenario in some cases, see below) may explain
why the specific SFH of these RQEs, which can correspond to at
least two galaxies in the past, is relatively high and nearly con-
stant until ∼2 Gyr ago.

From Fig. 16, one sees that the mean specific SFHs of RQEs
decrease relatively fast, similar to those of the CLEs; however,
at some time, the mean specific SFHs of the former, instead
of continuing to decrease, became roughly constant. This time
can be indicative of the SF activity of the gas-rich secondary
when the primary progenitor already entered in its quenching
phase. The stellar mass fractions that formed at these times
account, on average, for ∼60% and 90% of the final masses of
the low- and intermediate-mass RQEs, respectively. Therefore,
since then (z < 0.8), the RQE main progenitors could have expe-
rienced accretion of a gas-rich satellite (or simply of gas), which
comprises between 40% and 10% of their final mass, respec-
tively. Before and during the late gas-rich event, the interaction
enhances the SF (starburst), consuming the gas; the accreted gas
can also activate a (weak) AGN. Indeed, gas-rich mergers have
been suggested as a mechanism that triggers the shut-down of
SF in quenched galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 (Wu et al. 2020). If a disk
still remains following the moment the system becomes strongly
spheroid dominated, it likely becomes stable against disk insta-
bilities (morphological quenching; Martig et al. 2009), which
also quenches the SF. As a result, it is likely that a fraction
of the young stellar populations forms from more enriched gas
than the old populations belonging to the more massive, earlier-
type progenitor, so their metallicities are expected to be higher
than those of the older stellar populations (see lower panel of
Fig. 5). From a preliminary analysis of fine morphological struc-
tures (Appendix C), we find a high incidence of broad tides in
the RQEs of masses above ∼1010 M�; the broad tides (fans and
plumes) are fossils of intermediate or major mergers that took

place not too long ago (e.g., Mancillas et al. 2019, and more ref-
erences therein). A lower fraction of the RQEs also have shells.

In addition to the gas-rich late merger scenario, for some
low-mass (M? . 1010 M�) RQE galaxies, a process of gas
infalling from the cosmic web (typically of low metallicity) or
gas that was acquired through internal stellar mass loss may have
produced a “rejuvenation” of SF that stopped recently. Assum-
ing that the BSF galaxies are well described by the “rejuvena-
tion” of their SF (see below), and given the similarities between
the RQE and BSF galaxies of the low-mass bin in the metallicity
profiles and the radial specific SFHs, this scenario is plausible for
some RQE galaxies. We also note that the incidence of fine struc-
tures strongly decreases for the low-mass RQEs (Appendix C),
although this could be partially due to effects of surface bright-
ness sensitivity given the low luminosities of these galaxies.

– RQEs more massive than 1011 M�: for these galaxies10, or
for some of them, the results discussed above can be consistent
with the presence of a late (z < 0.3–0.5), intermediate, or major
merger of a primary early-type progenitor with a secondary gas-
poor galaxy but with younger populations on average than the
primary. Most of the accreted, smaller galaxy is expected to fall
by dynamical friction to the center of the larger, older one. This
scenario may explain why the stellar populations in the inner
parts of the final RQE show evidence of younger ages, lower
metallicities, higher sSFRs, and the later onset of quenching than
in the outer parts. According to this scenario, most of the inner
populations of the local RQE actually formed in the accreted
satellite, which formed later and had more sustained SF activity
than the primary early-type galaxy. On the other hand, in contrast
to the less massive RQEs, the merger for these RQEs could be
dry because as the galaxies are more massive, they are poorer in
gas content.

The kinematics of the massive RQEs seems to support our
gas-poor late merger scenario. For them, the median values of
(ε, λRe ) are (0.19, 0.35); while for massive CLEs, these values
are (0.14, 0.14). Thus, the median values of the massive RQEs lie
well outside the region of non-regular rotators (see Fig. 7). Their
values of λRe and galaxy mass fit within the class D described
by Naab et al. (2014), which corresponds to galaxies that expe-
rienced, in addition to minor mergers, a recent (z < 1) collision-
less major merger leading to a moderate rotation. The median
structural parameters (Sérsic index and concentration) tend to be
similar between massive CLEs and RQEs (see Fig. 6), although
with larger scatter for lower values, that is, more disky structures,
in the case of the RQEs. From our preliminary morphological
analysis of fine structures (Appendix C), we find that 85% of the
massive RQEs present broad tides, which is possible evidence of
a recent, major merger.

Finally, the massive RQEs are, in general, above the line that
separates blue and red galaxies (see Fig. 2). The median g − i
colors also tend to be similar between massive CLEs and RQEs,
although slightly redder for the former than for the latter (1.29
and 1.26, respectively). Therefore, they do not seem to currently
belong to a green valley population of galaxies at these masses.
To confirm the generic (and highly speculative) scenarios pro-
posed above for RQEs, or to favor other possibilities, we will
study the IFS information of each RQE individually elsewhere,
including the kinematics, their morphological features from deep
optical images, and their environments.

10 The MaNGA IDs (and Plate-IFU designs) of these galaxies are
1-152806 (manga-8936-6101), 1-44063 (manga-8718-6101), 1-594755
(manga-8612-1901), 1-604860 (manga-8714-3704), 1-633196 (manga-
8485-12703), and 1-634238 (manga-7992-12701).
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6.3.2. The particular case of the BSF galaxies

On average, BSFs are younger at all radii than RQEs and CLEs,
especially when using agelw. The BSFs also tend to have lower
metallicities. The large differences between the ages or metallici-
ties weighted by mass and those weighted by luminosity (Figs. 4,
5 and 8, 9) show that the BSF ellipticals suffered very recent
episodes of SF. The gradients in both agemw and agelw are nearly
flat, but the gradients in agelw for low-mass BSFs tend to be pos-
itive. The gradients in Zmw and Zlw are flatter than those of the
CLEs of the same mass, and they are even positive sometimes.
We note that there are not very massive BSFs (they have M?

< 1011 M�). These results are consistent with the inferred mean
CMTDs, which show that BSFs accumulated most of their stel-
lar masses later than CLEs, regardless of the mass. The radial
agemw profiles and CMTDs of BSFs show evidence of inside-out
growth, suggesting they acquired their E morphology similar to
the CLE galaxies. The main difference is when they accumulated
most of their stellar masses. The BSFs accumulated 90% of their
total mass late, between 2 and 4 Gyr ago on average. The inte-
grated specific SFHs show that the BSFs had an early quench-
ing phase similar to their CLEs counterparts, but then, while the
CLEs suffered a long-term quenching, the BSFs have contin-
ued to form stars at relatively high rates (Fig. 16). The depar-
ture between the BSFs and CLEs starts, on average, 4 (5) Gyr
ago for low-mass (intermediate-mass) galaxies. At the moment
of the departures in the sSFR, CLEs and BSFs had assembled
more than 90% and 80% of their total mass, respectively. These
results suggest that BSFs experienced accretion events at z < 0.5
that triggered SF and comprised around 20% of the final mass in
these E galaxies. Such late events are not frequent in CLEs.

Establishing whether the BSF galaxies are a sample of
intermediate- and low-mass CLEs that are rejuvenated by recent
gas accretion or gas-rich (wet) minor mergers or, alternatively,
whether they are post-starburst galaxies with a recent morpho-
logical transformation is of interest. As is whether BSF galaxies
are located in particular environments.

As mentioned above, our results suggest the BSF galaxies
initially evolve similarly as the CLE galaxies of the same mass,
but they formed a fraction of their stars later, and are still form-
ing stars, following a rejuvenation. Regarding the environment,
Lacerna et al. (2016) did not find BSF Es in dense environments,
such as the Coma supercluster. Lacerna et al. (2018) found that
isolated BSF Es are not located in dense large-scale environ-
ments compared with other isolated E galaxies using different
proxies to define the environment within 5 Mpc. Therefore, the
rejuvenation process of E galaxies seems to occur only in low or
average density environments. However, these environments do
not ensure that the E galaxies would be blue and star-forming in
general; most of the isolated E galaxies in low-density environ-
ments actually show red colors with very low SFRs11 (Lacerna
et al. 2016, 2018). Finally, from the preliminary fine-structure
morphological analysis presented in Appendix C, we find that
∼30% of the BSF Es present broad tides (as the BSFs are less
massive, the broad tides are less frequent), that is, only less than
a third of the BSFs show evidence of late mergers. The incidence
of shells is slightly larger; shells are long-lived fine structures

11 Morphological quenching (Martig et al. 2009), compaction
(Tacchella et al. 2016), type-Ia supernovae feedback, and AGN feed-
back (Yesuf et al. 2014; Lacerna et al. 2018) can be mechanisms to shut
down SF in most of the intermediate- and low-mass E galaxies that live
in average or low-density environments, where the environmental and
halo quenching are not suitable.

and are the product of mergers that could have taken place sev-
eral gigayears ago (e.g., Mancillas et al. 2019).

We propose that BSF Es formed as E quiescent galaxies of
similar masses, but they suffered late accretion of low-metallicity
gas from the cosmic web or from a minor merger with a gas-
rich galaxy that can sustain their SF for 4–5 Gyr at least. In
some cases, the renewed SF can even be due to gas acquired
through internal stellar mass loss (Shapiro et al. 2010). The
rejuvenation acts before galaxies are quenched long-term. The
scenario of rejuvenation for BSF Es explains the following gen-
eral results: i) their values for agemw are younger, on average,
than those of the CLEs and much younger in the case of agelw,
which is evidence of late bursts of star formation; ii) their
stellar metallicities are similar or slightly lower than those of the
CLEs, but with a larger dispersion, which shows that a fraction
of the stellar population in the BSFs formed, on average, from
gas with less enrichment than the CLEs and with a large scatter
in the level of enrichment; iii) their specific SFHs are roughly
continuous in the last 4–5 Gyr, that is, they present a sustained
late activity of SF, though at earlier epochs they were quench-
ing similar to their CLE counterparts; and iv) their Zmw and Zlw
gradients are flatter than those of the CLEs, especially for Zlw,
which means their younger stellar populations were formed from
gas with a roughly equal metallicity in the central and external
parts of the galaxy. In the rejuvenation scenario by gas accre-
tion from the cosmic web or minor gas-rich mergers, likely an
inner disk forms within the E galaxy, and SF proceeds within it,
probably in a low efficient regime due to the spheroid that stabi-
lizes the gaseous disk avoiding the efficient formation of molec-
ular clouds. Interestingly enough, the BSF Es present roughly
flat sSFR radial profiles (Fig. 10), similar to what is observed
in disk star-forming galaxies (e.g., Sánchez et al. 2018) but with
lower amplitudes. These results are in line with those reported by
Shapiro et al. (2010), who show that the SF in early-type galaxies
is a scaled-down version of similar processes in more vigorously
star-forming galaxies.

A key signature of the rejuvenation scenario is the presence
of an inner star-forming disk within the BSF Es. From the mor-
phological and kinematics analysis presented in Appendix C, we
find that almost all of the BSFs show a disky star-forming central
structure, which is kinematically decoupled sometimes. The SF
in inner disk components has been suggested as a mechanism
that contributes to the rejuvenation of the stellar populations
in the central regions, which may explain the outside-in for-
mation history found in low-mass spheroidal dominated galax-
ies (bulge-to-total mass ratios > 0.5), in the EAGLE simulation
(Rosito et al. 2019b). However, our results show that the inside-
out formation is still present in E galaxies with central disks, and
probably rejuvenated, such as the BSF Es (and the other types
of low-mass Es). Although their simulated galaxies are bulge
dominated, they show very low Sérsic indexes (mostly n< 2),
whereas our E galaxies, including the BSFs, show mostly n > 2.5
(see Fig. 6). For the MaNGA Es, the central disk structure is
evident in BSFs (≥93%), partially in the RQEs (∼40%), and
marginally in the CLEs (<20%). Finally, we do not find very
massive BSF galaxies. The rejuvenation process is likely quite
inefficient in massive galaxies due to halo mass quenching (e.g.,
Zu & Mandelbaum 2016, and references therein) and the effects
of feedback from strong AGNs.

7. Summary and conclusions

We have studied a sample of 343 E galaxies observed with
the MaNGA survey (MPL-7). The morphological classification
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was done using the deep images of the DESI Legacy Imaging
Surveys. We defined seven classes of E galaxies based on their
integrated spectroscopically properties from MaNGA and their
colors from SDSS photometry. We paid attention to the CLE,
RQE, and BSF types, which correspond to the classical “red and
dead” (73%), recently quenched (10%) and blue, star-forming
(4%) E galaxies, respectively. For them, we inferred the mass-
weighted and luminosity-weighted stellar age and metallicity
gradients, the sSFR radial profiles, and we reconstructed their
integrated and radial CMTDs and specific SFHs. The results are
presented and analyzed in mass bins so that the effects due to
volume incompleteness are minimized. Our main results can be
summarized as follows.

– The CLEs show mild negative luminosity-weighted age
gradients (−0.08+0.06

−0.07 dex/Reff), nearly flat mass-weighted age
gradients (−0.03+0.04

−0.05 dex/Reff), and mildly steep negative gra-
dients in both luminosity- and mass-weighted metallicities
(−0.11+0.06

−0.07 dex/Reff and −0.11+0.07
−0.08 dex/Reff , respectively). The

CLEs accumulated 90% of their stellar masses between 5 and
7 Gyr ago. We observe a “downsizing” trend in both stellar mass
growth rates and SF quenching, that is to say the most massive
CLEs tend to form stars earlier and quench faster than the less
massive CLE galaxies. In general, the CLEs quench relatively
fast, roughly in half the cosmic time at which they attained their
most active phase of SF as traced by their luminosity-weighted
ages. The CLEs show a weak inside-out formation assembly:
Their inner parts assembled 90% of their mass ∼2 Gyr earlier
than their external parts. This effect is more pronounced for mas-
sive (M? > 1011 M�) galaxies. The radial specific SFHs show
that quenching is faster in the inner parts compared to the outer
parts, especially for the low-mass CLEs (M? < 1010.4 M�).

– The RQE galaxies are ∼4–5 Gyr younger than the CLEs
using the light-weighted ages (by construction) and ∼3–4 Gyr
using mass-weighted stellar ages. The median gradients in
stellar age and metallicity of the RQEs are similar or flat-
ter, but with much larger scatter, than those of the CLEs of
the same mass, except the massive (M? > 1011 M�) RQEs that
show positive median gradients in agelw (0.11+0.47

−0.37 dex/Reff),
Zlw (0.09+0.11

−0.06 dex/Reff), and Zmw (0.07+0.07
−0.08 dex/Reff). The RQE

galaxies reached 90% of their total mass between 2 and 6 Gyr
ago without a clear trend with mass. On average, they quenched
1.2 ± 0.9 Gyr ago and very quickly, in less than 1/4th the cos-
mic time at which they attained the most active SF phase. For
the less massive RQE galaxies, their inner parts show some
evidence of earlier mass assembly than the outer parts, while
for the most massive RQEs, the assembly is nearly homoge-
neous or slightly outside-in in some cases. Furthermore, the less
massive RQEs show evidence of very weak inside-out quench-
ing. Instead, the massive RQEs tend to show a mild outside-in
quenching.

– The BSF E galaxies are younger at all radii than the CLEs
using both agelw and agemw; the differences are much larger for
the former case, showing that BSFs suffered late bursts of SF.
Their age and metallicity profiles are, on average, flatter than
those of the CLEs. While their CMTDs and specific SFHs at
early epochs are similar to those of CLEs of the same mass;
overall they formed a significant fraction of their stellar mass
at later times. For them, 90% of the total mass has been accu-
mulated between 2 and 4 Gyr ago and they are still forming
stars actively. Their specific SFHs have remained nearly con-
stant since 4–5 Gyr ago. We find that nearly all the BSFs have
evidence of disky central structures. There are not massive BSF
galaxies.

The results from our archaeological analysis of the CLE
galaxies are consistent with a two-phase scenario, where these
galaxies formed their (dominant in mass) central part early
and nearly coeval, likely by gas-rich dissipative collapse, com-
paction, and a consequent intense burst of SF. As the SF is
rapidly quenched by gas exhaustion (and probably, by AGN
feedback), mergers (mostly dry) could have contributed to the
assembly of the observed external parts of a significant fraction
of CLEs.

We find that most of the properties of RQEs that are more
massive than M? ∼1011 M� differ from those of the less massive
RQEs. For BSFs, we discussed the possibility that they formed
early, similarly as the CLEs of comparable masses and then
they suffered from a process of rejuvenation. There are not very
massive BSFs, suggesting that the rejuvenation process is quite
inefficient in massive galaxies.

We stress that the generic evolutionary interpretations dis-
cussed here for RQEs and BSF ellipticals could be flawed by the
low numbers in our samples or the large diversity of their evo-
lutionary paths. A case-by-case spectroscopic, photometric, and
environmental analysis is desirable to confirm or modify these
interpretations. We will report on this analysis elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Individual age profiles

In Sect. 6, we discuss that there is a diversity in the radial trends
reported in the literature for the stellar age profiles. Different
softwares, stellar population models, and methods to derive the
stellar age gradients may explain the diversity of results. Here,
we do not pretend to make an exhaustive comparison of the
methods, but we show our results for the same five galaxies in
Fig. 7 of Goddard et al. (2017) as examples of radial profiles
for individual galaxies, rather than comparing average trends.
Fig. A.1 shows our mass- and light-weighted age profiles for
galaxies observed in MaNGA with a different number of fibers.
The light-weighted age profiles (red lines) tend to be mildly neg-
ative or flat, which is consistent with the results of Goddard et al.
(2017). However, our mass-weighted age profiles are also mildly
negative or flat, which is opposite to the positive age gradients
reported by Goddard et al. (2017).

A possible explanation for the different trends is that we
weight by the stellar mass (or light) 2D maps within each radial
bin. Figure A.2 shows the radial profiles without this weight-
ing (solid lines). We still obtain mildly negative or flat gradients

regardless of the weighting approach. Furthermore, we do not
see evident positive gradients in the mass-weighted age maps
(see Fig. A.3), that is, the galaxy outskirts do not seem to be
older than the internal parts.

There are other differences between Goddard et al. (2017)
and our methods, which may explain why we obtain opposite
trends with the mass-weighted ages. They used inputs from the
MaNGA data analysis pipeline (DAP, Westfall et al. 2019) when
running their spectral fitting code FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al.
2017) with a minimum S/N = 5 in the r-band, whereas we used
Pipe3D with a threshold S/N = 50 for the segmentation and
integration within the V band. The most significant difference
between FIREFLY and our results (Pipe3D) is that FIREFLY
arithmetically averages its light and mass weighed ages, while
Pipe3D uses a logarithmic average (see Eqs. (1) and (2)), so the
weight of young stars goes to zero in FIREFLY. Furthermore,
there are many differences in the methodology to obtain the
SSP decomposition: different stellar libraries, different extinc-
tion laws, and different S/N definitions in order to indicate the
most important differences. An in depth exploratory comparison
of the methods will be presented in a future paper.
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Fig. A.1. Our mass- and light-weighted age profiles (blue and red lines, respectively) for the galaxies in Fig. 7 of Goddard et al. (2017). The
MaNGA ID and the Plate-IFU design are shown above each panel.
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Fig. A.2. Our mass- and light-weighted age profiles (blue and red lines, respectively) for the galaxies in Fig. 7 of Goddard et al. (2017). The dashed
lines are the same as in Fig. A.1. The solid lines are the profiles without weighting by mass or light within each radial bin. The MaNGA ID and
the Plate-IFU design are shown above each panel.
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Fig. A.3. Our mass-weighted age maps for the galaxies in Fig. 7 of Goddard et al. (2017). The Plate-IFU design is shown above each panel.
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Appendix B: Radial profiles with more than five
bins

In Sect. 4 we show both individual and “stacked” radial pro-
files using only five radial bins in units of Reff given the typi-
cal PSF size of MaNGA observations (see the horizontal error
bars in panels of Figs. 8–10). Zibetti et al. (2020) suggest
the presence of a “U-shape” in the inner regions of the light-
weighted stellar age profiles of E galaxies, with a minimum
around 0.4 Reff , which is not present in our results. Here, we
also calculated the radial profiles using twelve radial bins for
each galaxy to see if the shape of the profiles shows some
dependence on the radial binning. Figure B.1 corresponds to
the mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted age profiles using

twelve radial bins. Although we increased the number of bins,
our analysis always considers the typical PSF size (horizon-
tal error bar). The shapes of the profiles are similar to those
shown in Fig. 8. We obtain similar results for the metallic-
ity and sSFR profiles. Therefore, our trends do not change
with a smaller radial bin. We do not observe an evident
“U-shape” in the inner region of the age profiles of Es,
which is consistent with others works (e.g., González Delgado
et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2017), although there is a tiny dip
in the light-weighted age profiles at ∼0.2 Reff , only for low-
mass Es. As discussed above, different softwares, stellar pop-
ulation models, and methods to derive the stellar age gradi-
ents may explain the diversity of results in the stellar age
profiles.
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Fig. B.1. Similar to Fig. 8, but using 12 radial bins.
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Appendix C: Fine-structure and kinematic
morphological features

This section presents preliminary results after a uniform visual
search for faint substructures in the BSF, RQE, and CLE galaxies
using moderately-deep imaging from the DESI Legacy Imaging
Surveys. We also inspected the central regions of CLE, RQE, and
BSF galaxies to identify dusty non-regular features that may pro-
vide a hint as to the presence of central disks. Additionally, from
the DAP products available in Marvin12 (Cherinka et al. 2019),
we extracted the projected stellar rotation velocity, the ionized
gas rotation velocity, and the EW(Hα) corrected for underlying
stellar continuum absorption.

The BSF galaxies show evidence of dusty, non-regular
(disk-like) features in their central regions in practically all of
the cases (93%). This fraction amounts to 69% in RQEs and
decreases drastically to 21% in CLEs. The spatial distribution
of EW(Hα) is very different between BSFs, RQEs, and CLEs.
All (100%) BSF galaxies show a spatially dominant Hα con-
centration in the central region of these galaxies, while in RQEs
and CLEs, that happens with a relatively low frequency of 18%
and 13%, respectively. The velocity maps show evidence of
disk rotation in nearly all the BSF galaxies (93%), and this
fraction decreases to 31% for the RQE galaxies. In summary,
the fraction of BSF galaxies with evidence of central disks is
≥93%, while this fraction is ∼40%, on average, for the RQE
galaxies.

We have taken advantage of the post-processing catalog by
the DESI collaboration (Dey et al. 2019) to generate a census
of fine morphological structures at a surface brightness limit
of 27.5 mag arcsec−2. We visually categorize these structures
as broad tides, shells, and filaments or tidal streams. Here, we

12 https://www.sdss.org/dr15/manga/marvin/

report the incidence of broad tidal structures (fans and plumes),
which emerge from the main body of the galaxy and shells.
The incidence of filaments is very low in the three E galaxy
samples. Broad tides mostly result from major or intermediate
dry mergers and they do not survive for a long time (e.g., van
Dokkum 2005; Mancillas et al. 2019). Thus, if they are observed,
then the merger was relatively recent. The shells are commonly
found around E galaxies (e.g., Malin & Carter 1983; Schweizer
& Seitzer 1992) and are the result of intermediate mergers that
could have happened a long time ago, given that they can survive
several gigayears if more recent mergers do not destroy them
(e.g., Mancillas et al. 2019).

We report the incidence of broad tides and shells for each
stellar mass bin employed in this paper: log(M?/M�) ≥ 11.0,
10.4 ≤ log(M?/M�) < 11.0, and 9.4 ≤ log(M?/M�) < 10.4 cor-
respond to the high-, intermediate-, and low-mass bins, respec-
tively. For CLEs, the incidence of broad tides in these three mass
bins is 65%, 43%, and 30%, respectively, while the respective
incidences of shells are 24%, 31%, and 5%. For RQEs, the inci-
dence of broad tides in the three mass bins is 85%, 66%, and
11%, respectively, while the respective incidences of shells are
0%, 33%, and 5%. For BSFs, there are no objects that are more
massive than 1011 M�. The overall incidence of broad tides in
this galaxy sample is of 30% (50% and 23% in the intermediate-
and low-mass bins, respectively), while the overall incidence
of shells is 48% (50% and 44%, respectively). The reported
fractions must be considered with caution, especially for the
low-mass bin, in which mergers or interactions with other low-
mass or dwarf galaxies produce features of very low-surface
brightness. The visibility of fine structure features depends on
the sample’s surface brightness limit and the galaxy orientation
(Mancillas et al. 2019).
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